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I. PROBLEM OR NEED THAT PROMPTED THIS RESEARCH

This project was designed to complete collection and analysis of data concerning

movements, growth rates, and survival of caribou from the Central Arctic herd (CAH) in

relation to the oil field complex near Prudhoe Bay, Alaska. Data collection for this work

began in 2001 as part of project 3.46. In addition, this project supported the work of 2

postdoctoral scientists in developing new methods of modeling movements of animals

using data collected using GPS radio collars. These models will be used to assess

potential effects of anthropogenic disturbance on movements and habitat use of caribou,

and how changes in caribou behavior due to disturbance may affect growth and survival

of caribou calves.

The CAH was estimated to consist of approximately 67,000 caribou in 2011, and is used

extensively for sport and subsistence harvests, as well as wildlife viewing and other

nonconsumptive uses. Although the herd increased during previous phases of

development in the Prudhoe Bay and Kuparuk oil fields, most of the increase occurred

outside of developed areas. Because previously-developed areas continue to be used for

oil production, and are thus of low value as caribou calving habitat, further development

is likely to reduce the habitat available for calving. One recent study (Wolfe 2000) has

indicated that past development has displaced caribou to habitat of poorer quality than

areas that were used before development occurred. Because the herd is currently at much

higher density than during previous development phases, any negative effects on calf

production or survival will have greater influence on growth of the herd. In addition,

increased knowledge of the suitability of various habitats for caribou calving will
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facilitate the development of effective mitigation measures that may reduce impacts of 

future development projects. 

II. REVIEW OF PRIOR RESEARCH AND STUDIES IN PROGRESS ON THE 

PROBLEM OR NEED 

Previous studies indicated that during the calving season (late May to late June) pregnant 

caribou cows and those with newborn calves avoid areas subject to disturbance caused by 

human activities associated with oil extraction (Dau and Cameron 1986, Cameron et al. 

1992, Nellemann and Cameron 1996). For example, during the 1990s, the area of greatest 

concentration of calving by CAH shifted southward as development of oil-related 

infrastructure occurred in what was originally the core calving area (Lawhead and 

Johnson 2000). However, caribou males and nonpregnant females may habituate to some 

levels of oil field activity (Curatolo and Murphy 1986, Pollard et al. 1996) and it is 

unknown whether the shift in calving locations resulted in negative consequences for 

either calf production (birth rate) or calf survival. In fact, CAH increased from 19,000 to 

67,000 caribou between 1991 and 2011 (Alaska Department of Fish and Game, 

unpublished data, Fairbanks). However, this increase occurred primarily in areas that 

were not affected by oil field infrastructure. Thus, possible effects of development on 

CAH may have been obscured by effects of unrelated events (primarily weather and 

cyclic changes in herd size). 

III. APPROACHES USED AND FINDINGS RELATED TO THE OBJECTIVES AND 

TO PROBLEM OR NEED 

OBJECTIVE 1: Estimate annual pregnancy and birth rates for caribou cows. 

JOB/ACTIVITY 1A: Locate radiocollared caribou cows during June to determine parturition 

rates and initial calf survival. 

Fifty-nine radiocollared caribou cows (≥3 years old) were located during 1–7 June 2007. 

Of these, 39 were pregnant and 16 were accompanied by calves. Parturition rate was 

93%. Fifty-seven cows were located during 21–22 June, of which 46 (81%) were 

accompanied by calves. These rates were unchanged when only cows ≥4 years old were 

included (n = 55 and 53 cows for early and late June, respectively). No further work was 

planned or conducted under this project after June 2007 (monitoring continues under 

ADF&G’s survey and inventory program). 

OBJECTIVE 2: Estimate survival of female calves to yearling age class and determine 

causes of mortality. 

JOB/ACTIVITY 2A: Monitor radiocollared calves to estimate survival rates. 

Of 34 calves that had been radiocollared during early June 2006 (under project 3.46), 32 

were alive in July 2006 and were monitored through early June 2007 to estimate survival 

rates. These included 15 from the eastern calving area and 17 from the western calving 

area (calving areas were either east or west of the Sagavanirktok River). Survival of the 

2006 cohort through August was 1.00 for calves from the eastern area, whereas summer 

survival for western calves was 0.88 (2 deaths during July–August). Annual survival rates 

for the 2006 cohort were 0.70 and 0.43 for the eastern and western calving areas, 
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respectively. No further work was planned or conducted on this objective after June 

2007. A complete description and summary of results of the survival analysis was 

presented by Arthur and Del Vecchio (2009). 

OBJECTIVE 3: Estimate rates of weight gain by calves during summer (June–

September) and winter (September–March). 

JOB/ACTIVITY 3: Capture and weigh radiocollared calves in September and March.  

Thirty radiocollared calves were captured by net-gunning in September 2006 and 18 were 

captured in March 2007. Weights and metatarsus lengths were recorded on each 

occasion. No further work was planned or conducted on this objective after March 2007. 

A summary of birth weights, metatarsus lengths, and growth rates was presented by 

Arthur and Del Vecchio (2009). 

OBJECTIVE 4: Determine characteristics of physiography and vegetation at calving sites 

and assess changes in these that may occur over time. 

JOB/ACTIVITY 4A: Determine habitat characteristics of calving sites. 

Data collection concluded in June 2006 (project 3.46). 

OBJECTIVE 5: Develop methods to model movements of caribou cow–calf pairs during 

summer to estimate exposure to human disturbance and use of habitats. 

JOB/ACTIVITY 5A: Develop models of caribou movements. 

Twenty-eight caribou cows equipped with GPS collars were monitored between June 

2006–March 2007. Twenty-four of these were captured by net-gun during March 2007 

and their collars removed. The remaining 4 collars were recovered on 3 July 2007 after 

the programmed release mechanisms caused the collars to fall off the caribou. Data were 

downloaded from the collars and will be analyzed to assess movement patterns. In 

October 2010, a cooperative agreement was signed between ADF&G and the University 

of Idaho (UI). This agreement provided funding to UI to cover partial salaries of a 

research professor (O. Garton), research scientist (J. Horne), and postdoctoral researcher 

(K. Nicholson), to develop models for analyzing animal movements using autocorrelated 

data from GPS collars. The term of the agreement was from 1 October 2010 through 

30 June 2012. The final report from that project is attached as a separate pdf (see full 

citation in Section IX:Appendix). 

OBJECTIVE 6: Monitor movements of caribou to determine areas used for wintering, 

and fidelity of cows to specific calving areas. 

JOB/ACTIVITY 6A: Locate radiocollared cows during March to determine areas used for 

wintering and during early June to assess fidelity to calving areas. 

Wintering distribution was assessed by radiotracking cows and calves during March 

2007. Fifty-eight cows and 26 calves were located. The greatest concentrations of 

collared caribou were in Gates of the Arctic National Park, south of the crest of the 

Brooks Range, or along the northwestern boundary of the Arctic National Wildlife 

Refuge, in the northern foothills of the Brooks Range. Some additional caribou were in 

the Middle Fork Chandalar River and the Wind River. Further details were presented by 
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Arthur and Del Vecchio (2009). No further work was planned or conducted on this 

objective after March 2007 (monitoring continues under the ADF&G survey and 

inventory program). 

OBJECTIVE 7: Estimate size of the herd using a complete aerial photocensus. 

JOB/ACTIVITY 7A: Conduct a photographic census of CAH. 

A photocensus was not conducted during 2006 or 2007 due to failure of the herd to 

aggregate. No further work was planned or conducted under this project after June 2007 

(monitoring continues under the ADF&G survey and inventory program). 

OBJECTIVE 8: Analyze and publish results. 

JOB/ACTIVITY 8A: Prepare annual report, travel to meetings. 

An interim progress report was prepared and distributed to cooperators and other 

interested individuals (Arthur and Del Vecchio 2009). In addition, presentations were 

made at the annual meeting of The Wildlife Society in September 2006 and at the North 

Slope Science Initiative caribou workshop in February 2007. 

IV. MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 

Seasonal ranges of CAH were similar in size between summer and winter ( ̅ = 28,863 

and 26,585 km
2
, respectively, Section IX:Appendix; Nicholson et al., submitted). Overlap 

between consecutive summer and winter ranges varied from 3.3 to 18.2%. Percent 

overlap between summer ranges used during consecutive years ( ̅ = 62.4%) was higher 

than for winter ranges ( ̅ = 42.8%), suggesting that either habitat requirements of caribou 

were more specific during summer, or that conditions on winter ranges were more 

variable. Caribou used multiple migration routes each year, but some areas were used by 

large numbers of caribou during all years. In particular, large numbers of caribou 

migrated along the Ribdon River and crossed the Dalton Highway between the Kuparuk 

and Ribdon Rivers during both spring and fall, suggesting that this area should be 

managed to allow for continued access by caribou (Section IX:Appendix). 

Initial work with modeling caribou movements during summer suggests that these 

models will be useful in quantifying effects of human disturbance on caribou during 

summer (Section IX:Appendix). Additional models are planned to further investigate 

these effects. Results of this work will be presented in future reports. 

V. SUMMARY OF WORK COMPLETED ON JOBS IDENTIFIED IN ANNUAL 

PLAN FOR LAST SEGMENT PERIOD ONLY 

JOB/ACTIVITY 5: Data analysis, report writing, and travel. 

None. 

VI. ADDITIONAL FEDERAL AID-FUNDED WORK NOT DESCRIBED ABOVE 

THAT WAS ACCOMPLISHED ON THIS PROJECT DURING THE LAST 

SEGMENT PERIOD, IF NOT REPORTED PREVIOUSLY  

None. 
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Synopsis 


In January 2011, we initiated a project with Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADFG) to 


develop of approaches and computer code for analyzing GPS telemetry data to better understand space 


use and movements of caribou from the Central Arctic herd in northern Alaska. The goal of this project 


was to develop analytical tools that will enable resource managers to utilize GPS tracking data for 


assessing how oil and gas development and other human activities may affect caribou on the arctic 


coastal plain of northern Alaska. The University of Idaho with faculty, research scientists and doctoral 


students have been developing new, innovative analysis and estimation tools to describe space use 


(home range, habitat selection and movement processes) of ungulates in order to predict the 


consequences of landscape modification at the individual animal and population level. These tools 


provide the foundation for analysis of caribou space use and movements but required additional 


development in order to meet the needs of ADFG. Under this project we continued to develop these 


tools, including methods and associated R code, and hired a post-doctoral wildlife research assistant to 


facilitate application of these developments. 


Initial objectives of this project were to: 


1.		 Develop a method to analyze patterns of habitat selection using spatially correlated data 


obtained from GPS animal tracking devices. 


2.		 Use this method to assess how human activities related to oil and gas production affect
	
movements and habitat use of caribou in the Central Arctic herd.
	


3.		 Assist with the comparison of caribou movement patterns to existing data on rates of growth 


and survival of caribou calves to suggest demographic effects of development. 


The study utilized an extensive set of GPS tracking data for the Central Arctic caribou herd collected 


during 2003–2006 as part of research funded by ADFG, U.S. Bureau of Land Management, Conoco 


Phillips Alaska, Inc, U.S. National Park Service, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. This data set consists of 


a total of approximately 122,000 locations of 54 adult caribou cows that were tracked for periods of 1–4 


years each. Locations were obtained every 5 hours during summer (May–Oct) and every 2 days during 


the remainder of the year. We attributed these data with metrics describing direction and velocity of 


movement as well as weather conditions at the time of each observation. We analyzed these data to 


determine migration routes and seasonal ranges wrote a manuscript in collaboration with S. Arthur 


(ADFG) describing these results to be submitted to Journal of Mammalogy. We developed analytical 


methods to investigate how caribou movement patterns and habitat use are affected by weather 


conditions (i.e., temperature and wind speed/direction), vegetation, topography, and oil field 


infrastructure. To accomplish this, we developed a model of space use based on a weighted distribution 


that models caribou movement patterns at multiple scales as a function of these covariates, while 


accounting for differences in habitat selection due weather. We created new GIS coverages describing 


land-cover type, topography, and infrastructure. We wrote custom R code to calculate Brownian 


bridges for migration routes, couple location data with weather data, calculate movement metrics and 


apparent wind speed, and model of space use. 
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Modeling caribou movements: Seasonal ranges and migration routes of the central arctic herd 


Kerry L. Nicholson, Stephen M. Arthur, Jon Horne, Edward O. Garton, and Patricia A. Del Vecchio. 


Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources, University of Idaho, Moscow, ID 84844, USA (KLN, JH, EOG) 


Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Fairbanks, AK 99701, USA (SMA, PAD) 


Abstract: 


Migration is an important component of the life history of many animals, but persistence of large-scale 


terrestrial migrations is being challenged by environmental changes that fragment habitats and create 


obstacles to animal movements. In northern Alaska, the central arctic herd (CAH) of barren-ground 
caribou (Rangifer tarandus granti) is known to migrate over large distances, but the herd’s seasonal 


distributions and migratory movements are not well documented. From 2003–2007, we used GPS 


radiocollars to determine seasonal ranges and migration routes of 54 female caribou from the CAH. 


Annual estimates of seasonal ranges determined by 90% fixed kernel utilization distributions were 


similar between summer and winter (x‾ = 28,863 and 26,585 km2, respectively). Overlap between 


seasonal ranges used during the same year varied from 3.3–18.2%. Percent overlap between summer 


ranges used during consecutive years (x‾ = 62.4%) was higher than for winter ranges (x‾ = 42.8%). We 


calculated Brownian bridges to model fall and spring migrations for each year and used the mean of 


these over all 4 years to identify areas that were used repeatedly. Caribou used multiple migration 


routes each year, but some areas were used by large numbers of caribou during all years, suggesting 
that these areas should be managed to allow for continued access by caribou. Restoring migration 


routes after they have been disturbed or fragmented is a challenge. However, prior knowledge of 


movements, threats, and meta-population structure may facilitate maintenance of migratory paths and 


seasonal ranges necessary for long-term persistence of migratory species. 


Migration is a distinctive characteristic of many animals and large-scale migrations are found 


worldwide among ungulate species such as wildebeest (Connochaetes taurinus), plains zebra (Equus 


quagga) and elephants (Laxodonta africana) in Africa, saiga antelope (Saiga tatarica) in central Asia 


(Berger et al. 2008), and pronghorn (Antilocapra americana), bison (Bison bison), and elk (Cervus 


elaphus) in North America (Berger 2004; Wilcove and Wikelski 2008). Animals migrate to obtain 


seasonally-available resources (Oosenbrug and Theberge 1980), avoid adverse weather, give birth or 


raise young in areas where predation risk is reduced (Bergerud and Elliot 1986), or avoid overcrowded 


conditions (Christianson and Creel 2009; Nicholson et al. 1997). Although migration has been defined in 


various ways (Rankin 1985; Sinclair 1983), we consider migration to be the periodic (e.g., annual) 


movement away from and subsequent return to a similar location (Alcock 2001; Berger 2004). This 


results in 2 or more distinct areas of frequent use (i.e., seasonal ranges) that may be at least partially 


separated by a matrix of areas of little or no use. Routes used by animals to travel between seasonal 


ranges (hereafter, migration routes) have received considerable attention in recent years due to 
concerns about maintaining connectivity between seasonal ranges of imperiled species or populations 


(Berger 2004; Berger et al. 2008; Wilcove and Wikelski 2008). Some migration routes may have 


vegetative and physiographic conditions that are attractive to migrating animals or facilitate 


movements, but others may have no particularly valuable characteristics and serve only as pathways 


between seasonal ranges. Locations of routes may change over time because of varying weather 


patterns or altered physiographic conditions (Yoakum 2004). Restoring disturbed migration routes is a 


challenge due to the need to protect large expanses of landscape. However, better knowledge of 
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animal movements, potential threats to mobility, and meta-population structure may enable protection 


measures to be adopted before migration routes become obstructed or fragmented (Singh and Milner-


Gulland 2011; Wilcove and Wikelski 2008). 


In North America, many populations of caribou (Rangifer tarandus) are known or suspected to 


make seasonal migrations (Bergerud et al. 1990; Carruthers and Jakimchuk 1987; Ferguson and Messier 
2000; Mahoney et al. 2002; Saher 2005). Caribou migration routes are often located in areas where 


shallow or hard snow or frozen water facilitates travel (Pruitt 1959; Kelsall 1968), and adverse snow 


conditions may delay migration by hindering caribou movements (Duquette 1988). To accommodate 


variability in environmental conditions, natural selection has likely favored caribou that follow migration 


routes that proved successful during previous years (Duquette 1988). In such cases, young caribou may 


learn by following older, experienced animals (Pulliainen 1974). Such reliance on traditional migration 


routes might delay or reduce the ability of caribou to adapt to environmental changes. 


North American caribou are commonly assigned to herds, based on the traditional use of 


seasonal ranges, particularly areas used during the calving season (Cameron et al. 1986; Gunn and Miller 


1986; Skoog 1968). Ranges of neighboring herds may overlap during other seasons and some degree of 
interbreeding may occur among herds. Thus, herds are not necessarily genetically-distinct populations, 


but represent partially independent subsets of a larger meta-population, which maintain their identity 


through traditional patterns of movement that persist through time (Mager 2012; Skoog 1968; 


Valkenburg 2001). In northern Alaska, 4 herds of barren-ground caribou (R. t. granti) have been 


identified. The Porcupine caribou herd (PCH) and western arctic herd (WAH) were first designated in 


the 1950s (Hemming 1971). The central arctic (CAH) and Teshekpuk Lake (TCH) herds subsequently 


were identified as distinct from the PCH and the WAH during the 1970s (Cameron and Whitten 1979; 


Davis and Valkenburg 1978 ). Recent (2008–2011) estimates of abundance of these herds ranged from 


64,000 for the TCH to 348,000 for the WAH, and totaled 643,000 caribou (Alaska Department of Fish and 


Game, Fairbanks, AK, unpublished data). 
Although seasonal migrations of the large arctic caribou herds are among the most spectacular 


movements exhibited by terrestrial mammals of North America, these migrations are poorly 


documented in the scientific literature. This may be due in part to the difficulty of characterizing 


movement patterns of large groups of animals, while acknowledging the temporal variability in these 


movements. Previous research concerning the CAH was aimed at assessing the potential for disruption 


of local movements and habitat use as a result of construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline (TAP) and the 


associated oil fields along the Arctic coast of northeastern Alaska (e.g., Cameron et al. 1995; Cameron et 


al. 2005; Cameron et al. 2002; Cameron et al. 1979; Cronin et al. 2000; Whitten and Cameron 1983) or 


the effects of oil development on location and use of calving ranges (e.g., Cameron et al. 1992; Cameron 


et al. 2005; Haskell et al. 2006; Nellemann and Cameron 1998). Several studies have presented detailed 
models of caribou calving ranges (e.g., Griffith et al. 2002; Wolfe 2000), but quantitative analyses of 


migration routes and range use during other seasons are lacking. 


Despite these limitations, the general pattern of seasonal movements of caribou in northern 


Alaska has been described (e.g., Hemming 1971; Russell et al. 1992). Spring migration occurs during 


April and May and is led by pregnant females, who may travel 7–24 km/day (Duquette and Klein 1987; 


Fancy 1986; Parker 1972). Males and non-pregnant females follow the pregnant females, and they join 


to form large groups after calving ends during mid June (Cameron and Whitten 1979). Summer 


movements are likely driven by foraging requirements and by caribou responses to harassment by biting 


insects (White et al. 1975). During the mid summer peak of insect activity, caribou often gather in large, 


dense aggregations in windy areas, along the coast, or on persistent patches of snow or ice (Cameron et 
al. 1995; White et al. 1975). During August, insect activity diminishes and caribou begin a slow and 


irregular movement southward (Cameron and Whitten 1979; Hemming 1971). Fall migration usually 
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begins during September and continues through November (Cameron et al. 1986; Valkenburg et al. 


1983; Whitten et al. 1985). 


Migratory movements of the CAH are oriented principally north-south, extending from winter 


range in the mountains and foothills of the Brooks Range to summer and calving ranges on the tundra-


dominated Arctic coastal plain (Cameron et al. 2002; Cameron et al. 1979; Carruthers et al. 1987; Fancy 
et al. 1989). However, locations and extent of summer (post-calving season) and winter ranges and 


routes used by the CAH to maintain connectivity between them have not been described in detail. This 


information is needed to determine effective conservation measures and guide planning for future 


development of roads and infrastructure related to extraction of oil, gas, minerals, and other resources 


in northern Alaska. In addition, developing quantitative methods to delineate seasonal ranges and 


migration routes of caribou is a critical step that will facilitate future analyses of development effects 


and enable meaningful comparisons among areas or over time. Our objectives were to develop models 


to identify summer and winter ranges of the CAH; identify migration routes; assess annual variation in 


migratory movements; and quantify migration characteristics, including timing, extent, and other 


movement parameters. 


Study Area 


The study area encompassed the annual range of the CAH, including wintering areas in the east-


central Brooks Range and its northern foothills, migration routes, and calving and summer ranges on the 


coastal plain between the mountains and the Arctic coast. This area includes lands administered by the 


State of Alaska, U.S. Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service–Arctic National Wildlife 


Refuge, and U.S. National Park Service–Gates of the Arctic National Park and Preserve. North of the 


Brooks Range, the study area was bounded to the east and west by the Jago and Colville Rivers, 


respectively (Fig. 1). 


The area was approximately bisected by the TAP corridor, which is oriented north–south and 
includes the Dalton Highway (Fig. 1). The resulting divisions (hereafter, western and eastern sections) 


differed in extent of industrial development and related human activity. The western section included 


the Prudhoe Bay industrial area (PBA), situated along the Arctic coast at the origin of the TAP and 


extending westward to the Colville River delta. The eastern area was largely undeveloped, except for 


relatively small industrial sites at Badami Point and Point Thomson, situated on the coast approximately 


50 and 80 km east of PBA, respectively; a pipeline following the coastline between Badami Point and 


PBA; and a small airstrip and commercial outfitter’s camp on the Kavik River near the center of the 


eastern section. Except within the immediate vicinity of these sites, industrial disturbance in the eastern 


area was limited to geologic surveys and similar activities that occurred during winter, when few caribou 


were found on the coastal plain. The remainder of the area was remote and subject to little human 
activity except for dispersed recreation (hiking, river floating, and hunting). 


Calving areas and much of the herd’s summer range were on the coastal plain, which was 


characterized by low relief and elevations ranging from sea level to 100 m. The coastal plain extended 


35–95 km inland and included many shallow lakes and drained lake basins, ice-wedge polygons, 


scattered pingos, and river terraces. Vegetation communities were dominated by wet and moist 


graminoid tundra, with scattered patches of dwarf and taller shrubs, including willow (Salix spp.) and 


birch (Betula nana and B. glandulosa; Walker et al. 1985; Walker et al. 1994; Wolfe 2000). Snow cover 


was present for 8–9 months each year, and coastal fog was frequent (Brown et al. 1980). Caribou 


sometimes used areas in the northern foothills of the Brooks Range during summer. These included 


rolling hills with elevations of 300–600 m, with vegetation consisting of graminoid meadows, dwarf 
shrub, and alpine tundra communities. Migration routes and wintering areas included rugged terrain, 


high peaks, and river valleys of the Brooks Range. Elevations ranged from 300–4,800 m. Land cover 


consisted of alpine tundra, rocky slopes, and permanent ice and snow fields at higher elevations, with 
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graminoid meadows, shrub communities, and limited areas of spruce (Picea mariana and P. glauca) 


forest at lower elevations and along streams. Other large mammals and predators of the area included 


moose (Alces alces), muskoxen (Ovibos moschatus), grizzly bears (Ursus arctos), wolves (Canis lupus), 


wolverines (Gulo gulo), and golden eagles (Aquila chrysaetos). 


Figure 1. Study area of the North Slope of Alaska including the Dalton highway, the Trans Alaska 


Pipeline, major land ownership divisions, and rivers mentioned in text. 


METHODS 


During March each year, 2003–2006, we captured adult (≥3 years old) female caribou using a 


hand-held net gun fired from a low-flying helicopter (model R-44, Robinson Helicopter Co., Torrance, 


CA). Captured caribou were blindfolded and restrained by hobbles, examined briefly for injuries, and 


fitted with radio collars. Handling time was limited to <10 min to minimize stress to the animal. We 


equipped caribou with radio collars containing satellite-linked GPS receivers (model TGW3680, Telonics 


Inc., Mesa, AZ) programmed to determine an animal’s position at intervals of 47 h during winter (Nov– 


Apr) and 5 h during summer (May–Oct). Location data were stored on-board the collars and relayed by 


satellite uplink using the Argos system (CLS America, Inc., Lanham, MD) once per week during winter 


and daily during summer. Collars contained a release mechanism programmed to detach the collars 


near the projected end of life of the batteries (2.5 y). However, we recaptured most caribou and 
replaced their radio collars before the programmed release dates. For a detailed capture history see 


Arthur and Del Vecchio (2009). Procedures for handling live animals conformed to guidelines of the 


American Society of Mammalogists (Sikes et al. 2001) and were approved by the Alaska Department of 


Fish and Game Animal Care and Use Committee. 


We downloaded data from recovered collars and screened them for obvious errors. To do this, 


we used the Tracking Analyst® extension for ArcGIS software (version 9.3, ESRI, Redlands CA) to plot 


locations of each individual, and we eliminated locations that were obtained prior to deployment, after 


recovery or death of the animal, or that were far from any other locations of that animal. Then, we 
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closely examined the presumed path of the animal and identified any unlikely movements as indicated 


by abrupt, large deviations from the general direction of movement, with an immediate return. This was 


a subjective judgment and intended only to eliminate the most unlikely movements of caribou. We 


considered smaller errors of location (<500 m) to be acceptable for modeling seasonal ranges and 


migration routes. We did not explicitly test accuracy of the GPS positions recorded by the collars. 
However, we visited 16 sites where collared caribou died during the study. We determined the 


locations of these sites with a hand-held GPS (Model 295, 495, or 60CSx, Garmin, Inc., Olathe, Kansas) 


and compared these to locations recorded by the GPS collars. 


We categorized location data for each individual caribou into 5 periods (winter, spring 


migration, calving, summer, and fall migration) based on published descriptions of caribou behavior and 


by examining the GPS locations. Previous studies indicated that caribou in northeastern Alaska usually 


began spring migration in March, April, or May (Duquette and Klein 1987; Fancy et al. 1989; Hemming 


1971; Parker 1972), calving occurred during the first 2 weeks of June (Cameron et al. 1993; Smith et al. 


1994; Whitten et al. 1992), and fall migration occurred during September–November (Cameron and 


Whitten 1979; Fancy et al. 1989; Hemming 1971). We used these reports to indicate the approximate 
beginning and end of each season. We then refined the seasonal classifications for individual caribou 


based on their movement patterns, by sequentially plotting their locations using Tracking Analyst® and 


examining the data to identify changes in behavior. We assumed that migration was indicated by 


movements that were directed (i.e., without backtracking), rapid, and oriented towards areas used 


during either summer or winter (heading north or northwestward during spring; or south or 


southeastward during fall); whereas calving was indicated by a sequence of locations confined to an 


area of <1.5 km2 for a period of 10–14 days during early June, corresponding to a period of reduced 


mobility following birth of a calf. We considered summer locations to be those obtained after caribou 


resumed longer movements at the end of the calving period but before onset of fall migration, and 


winter locations to be those obtained during periods of reduced mobility between fall and spring 
migrations. Caribou movements during summer were more variable in length and direction than during 


winter, and it often was difficult to determine precisely when fall migration began. Thus, to reduce 


subjectivity in making this assignment, we defined the beginning of fall migration for each individual as 


the first location of the caribou outside of the 80% isopleth of the summer range (see below). Spring 


migration began and ended more abruptly, so we were able to distinguish this behavior based solely on 


direction and speed of movement. We did not model calving ranges because these were described in 


detail elsewhere (Arthur and Del Vecchio 2009; Cameron et al. 2002; Wolfe 2000). 


We modeled summer and winter ranges using fixed-kernel density estimators using the Home 


Range Tools (HRT; Rodgers et al. 2007) extension for ArcGIS and we used likelihood cross-validation 


(CVh) to choose the bandwidth (Horne and Garton 2006). To ensure that location intervals would be 
comparable between seasons, we modeled summer ranges using subsets of locations for each caribou 


where consecutive locations were separated by ≥ 50 h. For each season and year, we combined 


location data across individuals. We defined seasonal ranges as the isopleths encompassing 90% of the 


utilization distributions (UD). We also determined the isopleth encompassing 80% of the UD, which we 


used to determine when a caribou began fall migration. We chose this isopleth (rather than the 90% 


isopleth) to reflect the fact that migration behavior likely began when a caribou was within the summer 


range, rather than on the boundary. 


We evaluated the extent of separation between seasonal ranges for each year by estimating the 


percent overlap between 90% UD ranges used during summer and the following winter. To assess 


between-year fidelity to seasonal ranges, we estimated the percent overlap between ranges used in the 
same season during consecutive years (i.e., 2003–2004, 2004–2005, and 2005–2006). We estimated the 


total area used during each season over all years by creating composites of the 4 individual summer and 


winter ranges using the union tool for ArcGIS. We then calculated the percent overlap between the 2 
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resulting composite ranges. Finally, we examined frequency of use of areas within the overall summer 


and winter ranges by calculating the percent of the total area of each composite that was used during 


each of the winter and summer seasons. 


We used the Brownian bridge movement model (BBMM; Horne et al. 2007; Sawyer et al. 2009) 


to delineate migration routes. We modeled these routes using the BBMM package in R (Nielson et al. 
2011) using a grid-cell size of 500 m to balance biological significance, resolution of available geographic 


data, and to maintain reasonable processing time. Similar to Sawyer et al. (2009), we estimated the UD 


of the migration route for each caribou during each season of migration. We modeled the population-


level migration route for spring and fall of each year as the mean of the individual UDs from that season 


(Sawyer et al. 2009). 


We estimated several metrics to describe displacement, distance, timing, and speed of 


migration. Because some metrics were derived from consecutive points obtained at different intervals 


(due to failed fix attempts and different seasonal fix schedules), we corrected for the difference 


between the rates of acquisition. To do this, we converted all observed movement distances into what 


would be expected if locations had been taken at 5-hr intervals by adding a correction factor (CF), so 
that: 


Dist = Dist + CF 5hr T , 


where DistT was the observed distance between two locations separated by a time interval of T. We 


determined the correction factor based on the relationship between distances travelled across original 


tracks in which locations were obtained at 5-hr intervals to distances measured between the endpoints 


of the same track after intervening locations had been removed. To develop this relationship we used 


original tracks of 10 – 50 hr in 5-hr increments. Based on all of our location data, the correction factors 


for spring and fall movements were: 


CF = Exp [−0.94 + 2.36 ×T ]Spring , 
and 


CF = Exp [−1.10 + 2.42 ×T ]Fall . 
We calculated duration of migration as the number of days from beginning to end of an 


individual migration path; total distance as the sum of straight-line distances between successive 


locations for the path; net displacement as the straight-line distance between first and last locations of 
each path; and tortuosity as the ratio of total distance to net displacement (Whittington et al. 2004). 


Values of tortuosity could range from 0–1, where smaller values represent more linear movements, 


simpler trajectories, and reduced use of an area (Webb et al. 2011). We also calculated velocity and 


persistence velocity (Gurarie et al. 2009) for vectors defined by each pair of consecutive locations, and 


then calculated the means of these over each individual migration path. Persistence velocity is 


calculated as the speed of a movement vector multiplied by the cosine of the turning angle formed with 


the previous movement vector, and thus describes the tendency of a movement to persist in a particular 


direction (Gurarie et al. 2009). Larger values indicate more linear movements at higher speeds, whereas 


smaller or negative values indicate an animal that often backtracked or moved more slowly. 


We used SAS/STAT® software (version 9.2, SAS Institute, Cary, NC) to compare movement 
metrics between spring and fall migration periods. We used the SAS procedure GLM to conduct a 


MANOVA test for overall differences in movement patterns, followed by univariate ANOVA tests in the 


MIXED procedure to identify differences in specific metrics of migration behavior. The models included 


season of migration as a fixed effect, with year and individual as unstructured random effects. We set α 


=0.05 for the overall significance level. To help meet normality assumptions, we used square root-


transformations of tortuosity, velocity, and persistence velocity and natural log transformations of total 


duration and total distance. 
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RESULTS 


We collared a total of 57 female caribou and monitored them for periods of 3–52 months. Fifty-


four caribou provided sufficient data for modeling ≥1 seasonal range and migration path. We obtained 


122,259 plausible locations out of 124,930 scheduled fixes, for an overall fix acquisition success rate of 
98%. The lowest acquisition rate of any individual caribou was 76%; rates for all other caribou were 


>91%, suggesting that the data were not strongly biased by geographic features or other factors that 


might reduce fix acquisition rates. Locations of all 16 caribou deaths as determined by handheld GPS 


units were within ≤100 m of the locations recorded by the collars. 


We estimated 110 spring and 88 fall migration paths involving 52 individual caribou. We 


observed 64 instances (25 and 39 for spring and fall, respectively) where movements of a caribou during 


spring or fall did not fit our definition of migration; thus, we did not estimate migration paths for those 


caribou during those seasons. We estimated summer ranges based on annual samples of 22–44 caribou 


(40–229 locations per caribou), and winter ranges based on annual samples of 18–44 caribou (48—298 


locations per caribou). 
The combined area used during summer and winter over all years was 84,543 km2, of which 


14,781 km2 (17.5%) was included in ranges for both seasons. The total area used for summer range 


encompassed 50,426 km2, whereas the total area used for winter range was 57,457 km2 (Fig. 2). Annual 


estimates of areas encompassed by the 90% UD for winter range (x‾ = 26,585 km2; range = 14,501– 


38,532 km2) were similar to estimates for summer range (‾x = 28,863 km2; range = 25,837–31,710 km2; t6 


= 0.4493, P = 0.67). Within years, overlap between summer and winter ranges was 3.3, 3.8, 13.6, and 


18.2% for 2003–2006, respectively (Fig. 3). Within seasons, overlap between ranges used in consecutive 


years was less for winter (x‾ = 42.8%, range = 31.3–50.9%) than for summer (x‾ = 62.4%; range = 56.4– 


67.5%; t4 = 2.8994, P = 0.04). Only 10.6% of the total winter range was included in winter range models 


for every year, and 28.6% was used during ≥3 years, whereas 38.8% of the total summer range was 
included during every year and 66.1% was used during ≥3 years (Table 1; Fig. 2). 


Table 1. Percent of the total area of summer and winter ranges used during multiple years by caribou of 


the central arctic herd in northern Alaska, 2003–2006. Total area was the aggregate of 90% fixed kernel 


UDs estimated for all years (50,426 and 57,457 km2 for summer and winter range, respectively). 


Seasonal range 


Years used Summer Winter 


1 18.6 54.3 


2 15.2 16.9 
3 33.9 18.1 


4 32.2 10.7 
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Figure 2. Years of use of 


seasonal ranges of the central 


arctic caribou herd in northern 
Alaska, 2003–2007. A: summer 


ranges; B: winter ranges. Ranges 


were modeled as the 90% 


isopleths of fixed-kernel 


utilization distributions for each 


season and year. Shading 


indicates the number of years 


each area was used (i.e., number 


of intersections of the 4 ranges 


modeled for each season). 
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Figure 3. Annual estimates of seasonal ranges for the central arctic caribou herd in northern Alaska 
based on the 90% isopleths of fixed-kernel utilization distributions. A: 2003–2004; B: 2004–2005; C: 


2005–2006; D: 2006–2007. 
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Population-level migration routes estimated by averaging BBMMs of individual caribou indicated several 


areas of concentrated use during both spring and fall migrations (Fig. 4). Caribou crossed the Dalton 


highway at multiple locations and often traveled parallel to the highway. There was especially high use 


by caribou traveling northward along the Ribdon River during spring migration, suggesting that this was 


an efficient path for crossing the crest of the Brooks Range. Fall migrations through the Brooks Range 
were less concentrated, suggesting that caribou used a wider variety of routes during that season. 


Figure 4. Relative use of 


migration routes (spring, 


top and fall, bottom) by 


the central arctic caribou 


herd in northern Alaska, 


2003–2007. Use of 500-m 


grid cells was estimated as 
the mean of Brownian 


Bridge Movement Models 


for each year. 
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Caribou began spring migration at the beginning of May during all years (Table 2), and mean 


duration of migration was 14 days (Table 3). Fall migration was initiated in mid September and mean 


duration was 12 days (Tables 2 and 3). Individual caribou traveled at rates of 6.2-22.4 km/day during 


spring migration and 4.4-36.2 km/day during fall migration. Movement characteristics differed between 


migration seasons (F7,187 = 16.61, P ≤0.0001). Total distance, net displacement, speed, and persistence 
velocity were all greater during fall migration (all P ≤0.001; Table 3). Estimates of duration of migration 


and tortuosity of migration paths were similar between seasons (P = 0.08 and 0.17, respectively; Table 


3). 


Table 2. Average start and end dates of caribou behavior seasons by year, on the North Slope of Alaska, 


2003-2007. 


Season 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 


Spring migration 


Calving 


Fall migration 


Start 


End 


Start 


Enda 


Start 


Enda 


05/11/2003 05/01/2004 


05/26/2003 05/21/2004 


06/02/2003 06/01/2004 


06/13/2003 06/11/2004 


09/11/2003 09/15/2004 


09/20/2003 10/01/2004 


04/29/2005 


05/17/2005 


06/01/2005 


06/13/2005 


09/30/2005 


10/14/2005 


05/06/2006 


05/21/2006 


06/02/2006 


06/12/2006 


10/17/2006 


11/14/2006 


05/05/2007 


06/04/2007 


06/04/2007 


06/09/2007 


aSummer extended from end of calving to beginning of fall migration; winter extended from end of fall 
migration to beginning of spring migration. 


Table 3. Back-transformed movement parameter estimates with standard error (SE), 95% confidence 


intervals and the associated F statistic from the univariate ANOVA with random effects of year and 


individual to determine differences in migration behavior between the fall and spring seasons for the 


Central Arctic Caribou Herd in northern Alaska 2003-2007. 


95% CI 
Parameter* Migration Estimate SE Lower Upper F df P 


Duration (days) Fall 12.54 1.10 11.33 13.75 3.22 137 0.075 
Spring 14.72 1.10 13.52 15.92 


ND (km) Fall 162.35 7.81 147.03 177.70 22.45 137 <.0001 


Spring 128.12 7.55 113.35 142.92 


Distance (km) Fall 220.78 1.07 220.77 220.78 13.81 137 0.0003 


Spring 171.36 1.06 171.36 171.36 


PV Fall 571.05 1.10 566.84 575.27 52.49 137 <.0001 


Spring 367.82 1.06 363.73 371.91 


AV (m/5hr) Fall 743.68 1.32 738.63 748.73 69.58 137 <.0001 


Spring 496.05 1.29 491.10 500.99 
Tortuosity Fall 1.50 0.00056 1.49 1.50 1.86 137 0.17 


Spring 1.43 0.00052 1.42 1.43 


*ND = Net displacement, PV = Persistence velocity, AV = Average velocity 


α = 0.05 level of significance 
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DISCUSSION 


Our results illustrate the dynamic nature of caribou movements and seasonal range use, and our 


methods provide an example of how such movements can be modeled in a consistent and replicable 


fashion. This is especially important for species that travel across large distances and show significant 


changes in distribution and movements over time. Such temporal variability precludes traditional 
methods of delineating important ranges or habitats, which typically assume that areas used by a 


species or population are relatively static. However, changes in patterns of space use by animals in 


response to external stimuli can reveal underlying habitat requirements, energetic constraints, or other 


ecological relationships. In the case of the CAH, our results provide a useful baseline for comparison to 


future studies investigating effects of development and other environmental changes in northern 


Alaska. 


Timing and distances moved by the CAH during spring migration were similar to those reported 


for the PCH (Duquette and Klein 1987; Fancy et al. 1989). Our data also support the observations of 


Cameron and Whitten (1979), who described the movements of the CAH during fall migration as more 


directed and rapid compared to spring migration. This difference may be the result of weather 
conditions, especially characteristics of the snowpack. During early spring, snow cover in northern 


Alaska is extensive and deep snow may restrict or slow caribou movements (Duquette 1988; Pruitt 


1959). During spring migration, caribou are in the poorest physical condition of the year and pregnant 


females face high energetic demands of gestation (Russell et al. 1993), which may further reduce their 


ability to travel rapidly. Conversely, fall migration typically occurs before deep snow has accumulated, 


and caribou movements are relatively unimpeded. Bergerud et al. (2008) observed similar differences in 


movement rates between spring and fall migrations of caribou in eastern Canada, which they attributed 


to seasonal differences in food availability. 


The greater variability in location of winter ranges vs. summer ranges suggests that caribou may 


have altered their use of winter range based on inter-annual differences in winter weather, snow cover, 
forage quality, or other factors. Historical data suggest that changes in winter distributions are typical of 


the CAH over long periods, and may be related to changes in herd size. Skoog (1968) cited historical 


accounts from the late 19th and early 20th centuries describing periods of alternately high and low 


abundance of caribou in parts of the south-central Brooks Range currently used as winter range by the 


CAH. When the CAH was first identified during the late 1970s, herd size was estimated at 4,000–6,000 


and winter range was thought to be primarily north of the Brooks Range (Cameron and Whitten 1979). 


By the early 1990s, the CAH had grown to approximately 20,000 caribou, and some of the herd had 


begun to winter in the southern Brooks Range (Lenart 2009). During the 4 years of our study, herd size 


was estimated to be >32,000 caribou, of which 54–69% wintered south of the Brooks Range continental 


divide (Arthur and Del Vecchio 2009). In 2008, the CAH was estimated at 66,772 caribou and an 
estimated 95% of the herd wintered in the southern Brooks Range (Lenart 2009). Similar shifts in range 


use related to changes in caribou abundance have been reported elsewhere in Alaska (Boertje and 


Gardner 2000) and Canada (Bergerud et al. 2008). 


Long-term changes in climate are also likely to affect migratory patterns and create challenges 


to the management of migratory species (Hodgson et al. 2009; Lundberg and Moberg 2003). In the case 


of migratory caribou, the availability of highly-nutritious, new vegetation during spring coincides with 


the conclusion of spring migration, initiation of calving, and subsequent formation of large post-calving 


aggregations (Whitten and Cameron 1980). Thus, changes in temperature, precipitation, and 


environmental productivity that affect the emergence of new vegetation are likely to induce major 


range shifts during spring (Lundberg and Moberg 2003; Singh et al. 2010; Wilcove and Wikelski 2008). 
Our data suggest that caribou will also respond to changing climatic conditions during winter. 


Management efforts should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate such changes in behavior. 
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Caribou movements during migration are likely influenced by the search for optimal forage or 


for conditions that favor travel, and availability of these conditions varies with snow conditions 


(Bergerud 1974). Migration requires that animals maintain a balance between energetic outputs for 


locomotion and inputs in the form of food (Hedenström 2003). It is commonly assumed that migratory 


routes are located in areas or habitats that promote fitness (Fryxell et al. 1988). Although empirical 
evidence indicating the demographic consequences of fragmenting migration routes or converting them 


to unusable habitat is limited (Bolger et al. 2008), increased development along caribou migration 


routes could have negative energetic effects if migratory movements are impeded or deflected to less-


optimal areas. Effects of disturbance may be most important for female caribou, because increased 


energetic costs of migration may cause females to arrive in the calving areas in poor condition. This 


could reduce the likelihood of survival of both the female and her offspring (Cameron et al. 1993; White 


1983). 


Use of the BBMM enabled us to estimate population-level migration routes of the CAH, which 


may facilitate prioritizing areas for future management (Sawyer et al. 2009). Perhaps due to the spatial 


variation in winter ranges, CAH caribou used multiple migration routes, or a network of corridors, rather 
than a single migration route. However, some route segments were used by larger proportions of the 


CAH than others during both spring and fall migrations (Fig. 4), and the migration paths showed areas of 


high concentration, or bottlenecks. Migration bottlenecks typically occur where topography, 


vegetation, development, or other landscape features restrict animal movements to narrow or limited 


regions (Sawyer et al. 2005). In particular, the concentration of migratory paths that crossed the Dalton 


Highway and TAP between the Kuparuk and Ribdon Rivers should be considered as an important area 


for caribou migration when effects of future development proposals are evaluated. However, we do not 


recommend focusing management efforts solely on areas of high use, because areas used less 


frequently may have high value under different climate conditions or disturbance regimes. As with 


seasonal ranges, geographic and temporal variation in migration routes must be considered for effective 
management of migratory caribou herds. 
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Methods for Analyzing Autocorrelated Animal Movement Paths 


General Approach 


In early studies of animal resource selection, two problems with traditional methods (Johnson 


1980, Thomas and Taylor 1990) required the development of a new analytical techniques for studying 
resource selection. The first problem was that traditional methods generally assumed that habitat 


characteristics and subsequent selection remained constant during the study period. Secondly, for 


larger scale resource selection (i.e., Johnson’s 3rd order), it was assumed that sequential observations 


were independent, in the sense that the observations were separated by sufficient time for the animal 


to move between any two points in the area of availability (i.e., the home range). As a solution to these 


problems, Arthur et al. (1996) developed an approach for analyzing polar bear resource selection that is 


analogous to a “discrete-choice” model for resource selection (Cooper and Millspaugh 1999). Under this 


approach, the area of availability changes for each observed location (see Figure 2 in Arthur et al. 1996) 


and was defined as “… a circle centered on the bear’s previous position, with radius equal to the 


distance a bear was likely to travel during the time between locations” (Arthur et al. 1996:220). This 
approach has seen widespread use both for subsequent studies of polar bear resource selection and 


many other taxa. While the approach described by Arthur et al. (1996) solved the major problems of 


estimating resource selection functions for polar bears, an unresolved issue was that the scale of 


selection (i.e., the area of availability) was completely determined by the time interval between 


locations (Fieberg et al. 2010). 


It is now commonplace for studies of resource selection to recognize the “selection order” 


under investigation. Johnson (1980) first defined these selection orders as (1) First-order – the selection 


of a geographical range; (2) Second-order – within the geographical range, selection of an area for home 


range establishment; (3) Third-order – within the home range, selection of various habitat components; 


and (4) Fourth-order – within those habitats, selection of micro-sites for actual procurement of food, 
cover or other life-sustaining behaviors. It is important to recognize two considerations related to 


selection orders. First, while Johnson defined four discrete orders of selection, these were general 


categories that corresponded to typical behavioral actions. For specific applications of the concept, it is 


more appropriate to recognize that selection occurs at a hierarchy of scales, and that there may be 


[many] more than the four Johnson identified even to the point of being a continuous phenomena. 


Second, the difference between orders is mostly attributed to the extent (spatial and temporal) of what 


is considered available for subsequent selection. As selection occurs from 1st to lower orders, the extent 


of what is considered available decreases. The choice of an appropriate order of selection to analyze is 


largely dependent on the objectives of the study (Boyce 2006) but because of the scale at which 


management occurs, most studies tend to analyze selection at 2nd and 3rd orders although 4th order 
selection may be important for determining important drivers of fine-scale movements. 


With consideration of the discussion presented above, we developed an approach and for 


analyzing resource selection/space use of Central Arctic caribou telemetry data. The approach is 


designed to (1) ensure unbiased estimates of resource selection/space use and valid statistical 


inferences population level; (2) make full use of telemetry data regardless of location acquisition 


schedule; and (3) analyze space use and resource selection at multiple scales relevant to management. 


We developed models and associated R code to analyze resource selection and space use at two spatio-


temporal scales, from larger scale resource selection where availability is defined by individual home 


ranges (e.g., 3rd order) down to fine-scale resource selection where availability is defined locally around 


observed locations (e.g., Johnson’s 4th order). 
Fortunately, much effort has recently been devoted to the development of robust methods for 


resource selection that allow researchers to explicitly define what is considered available in the resource 


selection model. The most flexible and general of these approaches was presented by Johnson et al. 
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(2008). Following Fieberg et al.’s notation (2010) and based on Johnson et al.’s (2008) ‘general 


framework’, let 


st be the location (x-y coordinates) of an animal at time t, 


st-1 be the previous location at time t-1, 
gu(st|st-1) be the probability of use at spatial location s (i.e., the probability density for the realized 


location at time t, possibly conditioned on its previous location), 


wt(s) be the resource selection function describing habitat preferences at time t, 


ga(st|st-1) be the probability of use in the absence of habitat selection, also viewed as an 


availability distribution from which non-random selection of habitats can be inferred. 


The form of ga is an explicit definition of what is considered “available” for subsequent resource 


selection. Thus, the model for an individual’s space use at location s and time t, possibly condition on 


the previous location, is 


g s | s × w s 
gu (s | s t ) = a ( t t −1 ) t ( ) 


(1) 
t −1 


∫ g (s | s )× wt ( ) s ds a t t −1 


The denominator of equation (1) is simply the normalizing constant for a weighted distribution that 


ensures gu(st|st-1) is a probability density function that integrates to 1. The resource selection function is 


usually based on a proportional change in ga and takes the form 


wt (s) = Exp βt ' X(s) (2) 


where β is a vector of selection coefficients to be estimated and X is a vector of habitat covariates 


measured at location s and time t. The subscript t on β allows for selection to be a function of time 


(see subsection “Temporal changes in selection” for further details). 


3rd Order Selection: Synoptic Model 


To evaluate space use and resource selection when availability is defined as the extent of the 


home range, we define g (s ) = BVN (θ) to be a stationary (i.e., time invariant) bivariate normal a t 


distribution with parameters θ describing the means and variances in the x and y dimensions and the 
covariance. This is the ‘synoptic’ model of home range and resource selection described by Horne et al. 


(2008). We used maximum likelihood (numerical optimization) to estimate the parameters governing 


the null model of home range ( θ ) and the selection coefficients ( β ) (Horne et al. 2008, Johnson et al. 


2008). 


For the synoptic model, the probability of being at location s at time t is not dependent on any 


previous locations. Thus, strictly speaking, the synoptic model assumes that observed locations are 


independent and identically distributed according to gu. If there is not sufficient time between observed 


locations, there will be serial correlation among observations, violating the assumption of 
independence. However, subsequent to an enraged debate on whether resource selection analyses are 


biased by serial correlation, most researchers agree that provided the locations are acquired according 


to a representative sampling design (e.g., systematic), the estimates of model parameters will be 


unbiased although their estimated standard errors will be too small (Fieberg et al. 2010). Because 


parameters are estimated for each individual, valid population-level inferences can be obtained based 


on the standard errors of point estimates across individuals used in the study (Boyce 2006, Fieberg et al. 
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2010). A detailed description of the process for fitting the synoptic model to Central Arctic caribou data 


as well as the R code developed for this project are provided in Appendix A and B, respectively. 


4th Oder Selection: Step Selection Function 


To evaluate space use and resource selection when availability is defined at a smaller scale, 
there are several approaches. For this finer-scale analysis, availability for an observed location (i.e,. 


selection event) at time t is not assumed to be the entire home range but some subset of this area. 


Commonly, the area is restricted based on the previous location st-1 and assumptions about how far an 


animal could travel during a given time period between observed locations. One approach is to assume 


ga(st|st-1) is known and estimate the parameters of w(st|st-1) using conditional logistic regression where 


observed locations are compared against “available” points generated randomly from ga. In fact, if we 


assume ga(st|st-1) is a circular uniform distribution centered on the previous location st-1 with radius 


equal to the expected movement distance between consecutive locations, then this is the model for 


resource selection used by Arthur et al. (1996). 


Other approaches for defining ga include estimating ga from observed step lengths (r) by 
modeling log(r 2) as a linear function of the log of time between observations (Hjermann 2000) or using 


the empirical distribution of r and turning angles to randomly draw available points for use in 


conditional logistic regression (i.e., “step selection function”, Fortin et al. 2005). However, for this 


approach as well as that used by Arthur et al. (1996), the observed step lengths (from gu) should be a 


function of both ga and w(*), provided the model for gu is correct. Thus, parameters associated with ga 


should be estimated simultaneously with parameters from w(*) using maximum likelihood (Rhodes et al. 


2005, Horne et al. 2008, Johnson et al. 2008, Nielson et al. 2009). Simultaneous estimation generally 


requires specialized computer code, numerical optimization, and approximating the study area with a 2-


dimensional grid. However, in an important recent study, Forester et al. (2009) showed that bias in 


selection coefficients (due to misspecification of ga) can be mostly ameliorated by drawing available 
locations from empirical or parametric distributions (e.g., Fortin et al. 2005, Hjermann 2000) and by 


making w(*) a non-linear function of distance. We will use the approach described by Fortin et al. 


(2005) subsequently modified by Forester et al. (2009) to accommodate misspecification of ga. 


Temporal changes in selection 


To account for variation in habitat selection through time, possibly dependent on environmental 


conditions (i.e., mosquito activity via weather), there were several options. The first would be to stratify 


location data (i.e., conduct separate analyses for groups of locations in which selection is assumed to be 


homogeneous). However, under this approach information-theoretic model selection cannot be used to 


determine if indeed there was a difference in selection. A more parsimonious approach involves 


including interaction terms between selection coefficients (i.e., the βs in equation 2) and functions of 


time (e.g., Ferguson et al. 2000, Forester et al. 2009). If researchers have a good idea about how 


selection would change for specific covariates (i.e., the functional relationship between selection and 


time), the approach based on interactions will allow researchers to use the entire data set without 
stratification, thus increasing the sample size per individual and allowing for model selection procedure 


to test the hypothesis of a difference in selection. In the case of caribou of the Central Arctic Herd, we 


hypothesized that selection for ridges versus valleys (i.e., topographic position) might change depending 


on the level insect harassment due to mosquitoes. 


Insect harassment level (low or high) was determined for each summer location based on Fancy 


(1983). The insect level was considered high if temperature was ≥ 7°C and the wind speed (adjusted 


from hourly Deadhorse weather records using the method of White et al. 1975) was less than that 


calculated from the equation: 


WIND (miles/h) ≤ (0.9091*TEMP) + 2.45 
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This equation describes the line separating the no insect harassment category from the moderate and 


sever categories of White et al. (1975). The insect level determined by this method generally agreed 


with the subjective levels based on our observed location data. 


Thus, the selection function describing the change in selection for the covariate X1 describing 


topographic position (i.e., ridges versus valleys) would be 


w (s) = Exp β × X (s) + β × beta t ( )× X (s) (3) t  1 1 2 1  


where the function beta(t) would equal 0 if there was no mosquito activity at time t and 1 otherwise. 


The selection function described by equation 3 has the following interpretation: In general, the 


selection for X1 at time t is characterized by β + β × beta (t ) Thus, if the time is when beta(t) 1 2  . 


equals 0, then the selection for X1 is characterized by β1 and if the time is when beta(t) equals 1, then 


the selection for X1 is characterized by [β + β ] . If β is positive, then selection increases when 1 2 2 


beta(t) equals 1 (i.e., during high mosquito activity). Conversely, if β2 is negative, then selection 


decreases during high mosquito activity. 


Preliminary Application to Central Arctic Caribou 


Synoptic Model: 
We fit 24 candidate models to location data from 53 individuals. Covariates included 2 


categorical land-cover classes (Tundra and Inland Water); topographic position index; and 20 variables 


related to infrastructure. Infrastructure was divided into 5 levels of disturbance. For each level of 


disturbance we created 4 different continuous covariates representing the influence of that covariate 


out to distances of 1, 2, 4, and 8 kilometers. Details of how these variables were created are included in 


Appendix A. Topographic position index was interacted with a dichotomous indicator variable 


characterizing days with high mosquito activity versus low mosquito activity. 


Preliminary results suggest a change is selection for topographic position index depending on 


the level of mosquito activity (Figure 1). Other important variables were Tundra and Inland Water. The 


effect of infrastructure was variable depending on the level of disturbance and the buffer size. In 
general, models with larger buffer sizes (i.e., 4 and 8 km) performed better than models with smaller 


buffer distances. 
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No mosquito day: in valleys Mosquito day: on ridges 


Figure 1. Home range(s) for c_102 from synoptic model that includes covariates (1)Tundra (2) Water (3) 


TPI: topographic position index (4) TPI interacted (i.e., multiplied) by whether it is a mosquito day or not 


(4) Infrastucture: high-use gravel pads with no structure combined with high-use roads; kernel density 


with 8000-meter buffer (i.e., influence goes to 0 at 8000 meters). Probability of use grades from low 


(blue) to high (red). 
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Appendix A. Detailed Instructions for applying the synoptic model of space use to Central Arctic caribou telemetry 


data. 


INITIAL DECISIONS 


1.		 Decide on a geographic projection and resolution of spatial data: 


a.		 Projection: NAD_1983_Alaska_Albers 


2.		 Decide on a resolution for resulting probability distribution of space use: 


a.		 360m 


3.		 Define an “Availabiltiy” Extent for synoptic analyses that will include most (i.e., >99%) of the cumulative 


probability distribution for all individual home ranges based on the synoptic model: 


a.		 Use ArcMap Drawing tool to define a polygon for an initial analysis extent. Think of this 


containing all of the edges of a bivariate normal fit to each individual’s location data. 


b.		 Create a shapefile of extent: Drawing – Convert Graphics to Features
	
“Synoptic_InitialExtent.shp”
	


4.		 Decide whether to subset location data 


a.		 We will not subset data to a minimum time interval between locations 


HABITAT COVARIATES 


Assemble Covariate Data: 


1.		 Ecological systems (i.e., vegetative communities, water) 


a.		 The Nature Conservancy Alaska - Yukon Arctic Ecoregional Assessment: Described in TNC Arctic 


Update #2.pdf 


b.		 Grid Name: ayapem8z.tif 


2.		 Elevation: 


a.		 Digital Elevation Model (DEM) Supplied by BLM 


b.		 Grid Name: NED 


3.		 Topography: 


a.		 Based on DEM 


4.		 Infrastructure: 


a.		 BLM & Fish and Game provided shapefiles and descriptions for roads, pipeline, and gravel pads 


Create Covariate Data: 


1.		 Categorical variables: Added to the extent of “Coastal Water” to characterize areas further offshore that 


might be included in synoptic availability distribution. Created raster “ayapem_add” by appending to 


“ayapem8z.tif”. Reclassified original TNC Ecosystems from “ayapem_add” into 5 cover types. 


3
rd 


a. Classification used in final analyses: 


i. Tundra: (Code Id. = 1) 


1.		 Riverine Moist Sedge-Shrub Tundra 


2.		 Lowland Moist Sedge-Shrub Tundra 


3.		 Upland Tussock Tundra 


4.		 Upland Shrubby Tussock Tundra 


5.		 Upland Low Shrub Birch-Willow Tundra: not included in 1
st 


and 2
nd 


classifications 


6.		 Upland Moist Sedge-shrub Tundra: not included in 1
st 


and 2
nd 


classifications 


ii.		 Coastal Habitats: (Code Id. = 2) 


1.		 Coastal Barrens 


2.		 Coastal Wet Sedge Tundra 
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3.		 Coastal Grass and Dwarf Shrub Tundra 


iii.		 Inland Water: (Code Id. = 3) 


1.		 Riverine Waters 


2.		 Lowland Lake 


iv.		 Ocean: (Code Id. = 4) 


1.		 Coastal Water 


v.		 Other: (Code Id. = 0) 


1.		 All other categories not used above 


b.		 Grid Name: reclassayap4 


2.		 Continuous variables (time invariant): 


a.		 Elevation 


i.		 Clip by initial analysis extent polygon 


ii.		 Transformed to range 0 to 1 


iii.		 Grid name: syn_elev_1 


b.		 Topography (e.g., ridges, mid-slopes and valleys) 


i.		 Used Topographic Position Index Tools (TPI) from “Land Facet Corridor Designer for 


ArcGIS 10” by Jenness Enterprises (http://www.jennessent.com/arcgis/land_facets.htm) 


ii.		 Categorical Classification: 


1.		 Aggregate DEM from 30m resolution to 360m resolution. Use Aggregate 


tool�input = dem_1, Value to multiply by to get the resolution wanted: 12 


Choose what method to Aggregate by: SUM 


2.		 Using TPI select the 3 category slope classification. This will calculate Canyons, 


Slopes and Ridges. Set A = -3, B = 1 neighborhood shape = circle, neighborhood 


size unites = cells, radius = 25 


3.		 Reclassified ridges to 1, 0. Canyon = 1, slope = 2, ridges = 3 so now its canyon 


and slop = 0 and ridges = 1 


4.		 Final file name: Ridges 


iii.		 Continuous variable: 


1.		 Aggregate DEM from 30m resolution to 360m resolution. Use Aggregate 


tool�input = dem_1, Value to multiply by to get the resolution wanted: 12 


Choose what method to Aggregate by: MEAN (output file “syn_elev_360”) 


2.		 Land Facet Corridor Tools>>Topographic Position Index Tools>>Calculate TPI 


Raster… 


a.		 Standardized Elevation 


b.		 Circle 


c.		 Radius = 20 cells (i.e., 7200m) 


d.		 Final file name: tpi_20cell_std 


c.		 Roads (Polyline files) 


i.		 Roads were provided by BLM 


ii.		 Classify into High use and Low use roads 


iii.		 Final 2 file names: RoadHIGH.shp and RoadLOW.shp 


d.		 Pipeline (Polyline file) 


i.		 Provided by BLM 


ii.		 Remove below ground pipelines from the shape file as we were only concerned with 


above ground impediments to movement 


iii.		 Final file name: Pipeline_4_Kernel.shp 


e.		 Gravelpads (Polygon file) 


i. Gravel pads was classified by level of disturbance into 5 categories: 


1.		 Unused with or w/o structure (Class A1, B1, C1) 


2.		 Light use, no structure (Class A2, A3, B2, B3) 


3.		 Light use, with structure (Class C2, C3, D2) 



http://www.jennessent.com/arcgis/land_facets.htm
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4. High use, no structure (Class A4, B4) 


5. High use, with structure (Class C4, D3) 


ii.		 Convert this polygon file to a Line file Data Management�Features�Polygon to Line 


iii.		 Selected each level of disturbance and make a separate shape file for each. 


1.	 Grvlpds_Disturb1 


2.		 Grvlpds_Disturb2 


3.		 Grvlpds_Disturb3 


4.		 Grvlpds_Disturb4 


5.	 Grvlpds_Disturb5 


3.		 Kernel Rasters of infrastructure 


a.		 Combine Roads, Pipeline and gravelpads into an overall Infrastructure raster layer per 


disturbance level. 


i. Low use roads were merged into gravelpad disturbance level 2 


1.	 grvlpds_Disturb2_LRds 


ii.		 Pipeline was merged into gravelpad disturbance level 3 


1.	 Grvlpds_Disturb3_PIPE 


iii. High use roads were merged into gravelpad disturbance level 4 


1.	 Grvlpds_Disturb4_HRds 


b.		 Each of these 5 line files (Grvlpds_Distrub1, Grvlpds_Distrub2_LRds, Grvlpds_Distrub3_PIPE, 


Grvlpds_Disturb4_HRds, Grvlpds_Disturb5) were then processed through Kernel function in 


ArcGIS Spatial Analysit�Density�Kernel Density 


i.		 For each disturbance level infrastructure layer, the input is the polyline feature 


ii.		 Population field = NONE 


iii.		 Output cell size = 90 


iv.		 Search Radius 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000 


v.		 Area units = square meters 


vi.		 This creates 35 rasters, 5 levels of disturbance at 7 different search radius 


vii.		 Final names ex: 


1.		 gvlpd 90_500m3 = Gravelpads at 90 meter resolution using a 500 meter search 


radius for disturbance level 3 


2.		 gvlpd 90_1000m4 = Gravelpads at 90 meter resolution using a 1000 meter 


search radius for disturbance level 4 


LOCATION DATA 


1.		 Animal locations 


a.		 Should be pre-screened, locations that are confusing or of concern should be removed or dealt 


with prior to use. Final file:CaribouLocationSTART.csv. Information in this file are: 


2.		 Weather Data 


a.		 Some climate variables were obtained from NOAA’s National Climatic Data Center hourly surface 


data (http://gis.ncdc.noaa.gov/maps/ Accessed 11 March 2011) for the Deadhorse station 


(Lat:70.192 Long:-148.477 elevation = 18.3m) for the complete date range of our data collection. 


i.		 The variables of interest were temperature (°C), wind speed (miles/h for use with Fancy 


1983 equation; else m/s), and wind direction (the angle, measured in a clockwise 


direction, between true north and the direction from which the wind is blowing). 



http://gis.ncdc.noaa.gov/maps

file:CaribouLocationSTART.csv
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ii.		 For every location we assigned a value of the averaged previous 4 hours of the climate 


variable. This was an attempt to capture the variation in the system that might 


motivate a particular behavior observed at that location. 


iii.		 We used several transformation to normalize the each variable 


b.		 Summarize weather data into running 4-r averages using R script STEP1Weather.r 


1.	 Input: wind_temp_data.csv 


2.	 Output: mean_weather_output.csv 


c.		 Joining the weather data to the location file: Use the R script Step2_joiningWeathertoLocation.r 


i.	 Input: mean_weather_output.csv 


ii.		 Input: Loc3_cleaned_r.csv AKA CaribouInitial.csv (this file was the very first initial 


location file that was compiled from the raw data and cleaned for outliers and mistakes 


made from the satellite collars. 


iii.	 Output: CaribouLocationSTART.csv 


d.		 Explore the weather data, determine which variables will be useful, normalize the variables, pick 


those that will be biologically significant and useful for future questions 


i. sqrtFHrWS FHrWndDir FHrHgt30m FHrTemp FHrDew sqrtFHrWSmph 


e.		 Insect harassment level (low or high) was determined for each summer location from Fancy 


(1983), the insect level was considered high if temperature was ≥ 7°C and the wind speed 


(adjusted from hourly Deadhorse weather records using the method of White et al. 1975) was 


less than that calculated from the equation: WIND (miles/h) ≤ (0.9091*TEMP) + 2.45 


i.		 This equation describes the line separating the “none” insect harassment category from 


the moderate and sever categories of White et al. (1975). The insect level determined 


by this method generally agreed with the subjective levels based on our observed 


location data. 


f.		 Final File Name: CaribouLocationSTART.csv 


3.		 Further manipulation to file 


a.		 Create a shape file in ArcGIS and by hand add in additional attribute information such as calving 


and wintering locations for each individual that information is available. 


i.		 Calving location 


1.		 East West 


2.		 East_unk (unknown) West_unk 


3.		 East_none West_none 


ii.		 Wintering location (north of brooks range or south) 


b.		 Upon inspection of file, caribou 9813 made a migratory movement with the porcupine caribou 


herd. Therefore, this movement and the data associated with her traveling with the other herd 


was removed from the final location file. 


c.		 File name: CaribouLocations.csv 


4.		 Behavior Classification 


a.		 Categorize locations into behaviors (i.e., winter, spring migration, calving, summer, coastal 


movements, fall migration) 


i.		 Create a table of behavior dates for each individual each year 


(“BehaviorDates_AllSeasons.csv”) 


1.		 Make sure date/time is formatted correctly and exactly the same for the csv 


and R script mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm for locations and mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss for 


behavior dates 


ii.		 Run R script “Step3_AssigningBehaviortoDates.r” 


1.		 Input files: CaribouLocations.csv; BehaviorDates_AllSeasons.csv 


2.		 Output file: “Locs_W_Behaviors.csv" 


a.		 Go through the output file because sometimes there are still NA’s for 


winter locations. The script is not perfect.
	
THIS FILE WILL ALSO BE USED FOR CASE CONTROLLED MOVEMENT RSF STUDY
	







std std_mos 4000m8000m1000m22000m24000m28000m21000m32000m34000m38000m31000m42000m44000m48000m41000m52000m54000m58000m5
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2.		 Subset Data 


a.		 Subset “Locs_W_Behaviors.csv" to “Summer” locations. 


i.		 Do this in R or Excel or ArcGIS depending on how big the file is. 


b.		 Re-format Date_time column as m/d/yyyy h:mm:ss. Save as: “Locs_W_Behaviors _Summer.csv” 


c.		 For caribou with multiple years of data, assign a unique ID for each “caribou-year”. Also, subset 


data based on desired minimum time interval (e.g., 2 days) between successive locations **Did 


not subset data according to time interval** 


i.		 Run R script: “Step4_R_Caribou_SubSetData.r” 


1.		 Input file: Locs_W_Behaviors_Summer.csv 


2.		 Output file: Locs_W_Behaviors_ Summer_TimeSubset.csv 


d.		 Create final shapefile of location data for synoptic model 


i.		 Delete any extra/unwanted columns in the Excel file such as TimeDiff 


ii.		 Add Excel spreadsheet (Locs_W_Behaviors_ Summer_TimeSubset.xlsx) to Arc “Add XY 


Data”. Select “POINT_X” for X field and “POINT_Y” for Y field. Make sure projection is 


correct. 


iii.		 Export location data to the locations geodatabase: Right-click, Data, Export Data: 


“Locs_SynopticAnalysis” 


1.		 It is important to export into a file geodatabase because this system deals with 


DATE & TIME column and will keep it properly formatted. If you do not do this, 


and export simply as a shape file, the Time will be eliminated from the 


Date_Time column 


3.		 Assign values of covariates to point locations shapefile “Locs_SynopticAnalysis.shp” 


a.		 For covariates that do not change through time (e.g., Cover Type, Topographic Position Index, 


Infrastructure) 


i.		 Spatial Analyst Tools; Extraction; Extract Multi Values to Points 


4.		 Export table from Locs_SynopticAnalysis.shp 


5.		 Create categorical variables for Tundra and Water 


6.		 Create a final column that identifies the availability file to be used (see below). For “Ins7c2_45” = 0 >> 


“Avail_NoMos.txt”, 1 otherwise. 


a.		 File Name: “CaribouLocations_SynopticData_2.csv” 


OBJECTID ID Date_Time utmX utmY jtime Tundra Water tpi_30cell_ tpi_30cell_ inf1000m inf2000m inf inf inf fin inf inf inf fin inf inf inf fin inf inf inf inf inf inf F30 


1 c_002 5/30/2003 4:02 277941.5 2222895 12202.17 1 0 -0.29622 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


2 c_002 5/30/2003 9:01 276587.8 2224303 12202.38 1 0 -0.35433 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


3 c_002 5/31/2003 0:01 271741.4 2225371 12203 1 0 -0.39052 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


4 c_002 5/31/2003 5:02 271661.5 2224343 12203.21 1 0 -0.18329 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


5 c_002 5/31/2003 10:02 270027.4 2222833 12203.42 1 0 -0.24001 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


6 c_002 5/31/2003 15:02 268573.8 2222455 12203.63 1 0 0.016311 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


7 c_002 5/31/2003 20:01 268937.5 2222860 12203.83 1 0 -0.29175 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


8 c_002 6/1/2003 1:01 267793.7 2222715 12204.04 1 0 -0.07255 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


9 c_002 6/1/2003 6:02 269662.1 2222254 12204.25 1 0 -0.22111 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


10 c_002 6/1/2003 16:02 269614.2 2220120 12204.67 1 0 0.452139 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


11 c_002 6/1/2003 21:00 269729.7 2220218 12204.88 1 0 -0.11641 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


12 c_002 6/2/2003 2:00 269922.1 2221676 12205.08 1 0 -0.2869 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


13 c_002 6/2/2003 7:00 269327.9 2221432 12205.29 1 0 0.218961 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


14 c_002 6/2/2003 17:02 268815.1 2222448 12205.71 1 0 -0.07886 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


15 c_002 6/2/2003 22:01 270174.1 2224103 12205.92 1 0 -0.3602 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


16 c_002 6/3/2003 3:03 271198.8 2224741 12206.13 1 0 -0.40434 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


17 c_002 6/3/2003 8:01 268728.3 2227033 12206.33 1 0 -0.28929 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


18 c_002 6/3/2003 13:02 268654.9 2227506 12206.54 1 0 -0.45374 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


19 c_002 6/3/2003 18:01 267613 2227365 12206.75 1 0 -0.27103 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Avail_NoMos.txt 


CREATE “AVAILABILITY” FILE(S) 


Create a grid of points for availability file: 


1. Conversion Tools; To Raster; Feature To Raster 


a.		 Input Features: Synoptic_InitialExtent.shp 







f4000mf8000mf1000m2f2000m2f4000m2f8000m2f1000m3f2000m3f4000m3f8000m3f1000m4f2000m4f4000m4f8000m4f1000m5f2000m5f4000m5
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b.		 Cell size: 360 


c.		 Set value to No Data which correspond to … 


2.		 Create shapefile of grid point centers 


a.		 Conversion Tools – From Raster – Raster to point (“AvailPts.shp”) 


Assign values of covariates to points: 


1. Covariates that do not change through time (e.g., Cover Type, Elevation, Topography, Infrastructure) 


a.		 Spatial Analyst Tools; Extraction; Extract Multi Values to Points (if you have <99,999 points else 


use Sample tool). Sample tool will create a text file per raster which you will have to link back to 


one point file using the join option for joining tables and linking by the OID number or some 


unique value. The Extract Multi Value automatically joins the data into one shape file for you but 


is limited in sample input size. Sample tool you have to do everything manually and one at a 


time, but it is not limited by sample input size. 


b.		 Cover type or vegetation will come back as a categorical variable, therefore this must be split out 


into columns of 1,0 for each vegetation classification 


i. Tundra 


ii.		 Water 


iii.		 Coastal Barrens 


2.		 For categorical covariates that have zero probability of use (i.e., Coastal Water and No Data in original 


ecological systems map), mask these points out as available 


a.		 Start Editing AvailPts.shp 


b.		 Select all points for which the value of “reclassayap4” equals 4 


i. Data Management Tools; Layers and Table Views; Select Layer by Attribute 


c.		 Delete all selected points and Stop Editing 


3.		 Save AvailPts.shp table for availability file “Avail_W_Covariates.csv” 
OBJECTID mask utmX utmY inf1000m inf2000m in in in in in in in in in in in in in in in in in inf8000m5 tpi_30cell_std reclassayap4 


2 1 62883.77 2317645 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.41264 2 


3 1 63243.77 2317645 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.387396 2 


4 1 63603.77 2317645 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.395399 2 


7 1 62523.77 2317285 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.432566 2 


9 1 63243.77 2317285 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.333086 2 


10 1 63603.77 2317285 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.404084 2 


11 1 63963.77 2317285 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.644021 2 


13 1 64683.77 2317285 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.277571 2 


14 1 65043.77 2317285 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.232976 2 


18 1 62523.77 2316925 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.456552 2 


21 1 63603.77 2316925 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.406913 2 


22 1 63963.77 2316925 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.419876 2 


23 1 64323.77 2316925 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.398689 2 


24 1 64683.77 2316925 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.302709 2 


4.		 Create final text files for synoptic R code 


a.		 Delete unwanted column(s) (i.e., “OBJECTID”) from “Avail_W_Covariates.csv” 


b.		 Create categorical variables for Tundra and Water based on code in “reclassayap4” 


c.		 Arrange how you want columns but first should be a dummy column (i.e., “mask”) and next 2 


should be “utmX” and “utmY” 


d.		 Create a new column for topographic position index interacted with mosquito day 


(“tpi_30cell_std_mos”) and copy and paste all values from “tpi_30cell_std” 







4000m8000m1000m22000m24000m28000m21000m32000m34000m38000m31000m42000m44000m48000m41000m52000m54000m5


2000m4000m8000m1000m22000m24000m28000m21000m32000m34000m38000m31000m42000m44000m48000m41000m52000m54000m5


std std_mos 4000m8000m1000m22000m24000m2 1000m32000m34000m38000m31000m42000m44000m48000m41000m52000m54000m5


std std_mos 000m000m000m2000m2000m2000m2000m3000m3000m3000m3000m4000m4000m4000m4000m5000m5000m5
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e. Save as an Excel file “Avail_Mos.xlsx 
mask utmX utmY Tundra Water tpi_30cell_std tpi_30cell_std_mos inf1000m inf2000m inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf8000m5 


1 62883.77 2317645 0 0 -0.41264 -0.41264 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 63243.77 2317645 0 0 -0.387396 -0.387396 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 63603.77 2317645 0 0 -0.395399 -0.395399 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 62523.77 2317285 0 0 -0.432566 -0.432566 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 63243.77 2317285 0 0 -0.333086 -0.333086 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 63603.77 2317285 0 0 -0.404084 -0.404084 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 63963.77 2317285 0 0 -0.644021 -0.644021 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 64683.77 2317285 0 0 -0.277571 -0.277571 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 65043.77 2317285 0 0 -0.232976 -0.232976 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 62523.77 2316925 0 0 -0.456552 -0.456552 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 63603.77 2316925 0 0 -0.406913 -0.406913 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 63963.77 2316925 0 0 -0.419876 -0.419876 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 64323.77 2316925 0 0 -0.398689 -0.398689 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


f. In the column “tpi_30cell_std_mos”, insert the lowest value from “tpi_30cell_std” (see step #5 


below) 


g. Save as “Avail_NoMos.xlsx” 
mask utmX utmY Tundra Water tpi_30cell_std tpi_30cell_std_mos inf1000m inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf8000m5 


1 62883.77 2317645 0 0 -0.41264 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 63243.77 2317645 0 0 -0.387396 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 63603.77 2317645 0 0 -0.395399 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 62523.77 2317285 0 0 -0.432566 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 63243.77 2317285 0 0 -0.333086 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 63603.77 2317285 0 0 -0.404084 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 63963.77 2317285 0 0 -0.644021 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 64683.77 2317285 0 0 -0.277571 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 65043.77 2317285 0 0 -0.232976 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 62523.77 2316925 0 0 -0.456552 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 63603.77 2316925 0 0 -0.406913 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 63963.77 2316925 0 0 -0.419876 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 64323.77 2316925 0 0 -0.398689 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 64683.77 2316925 0 0 -0.302709 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 65043.77 2316925 0 0 -0.261177 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 65403.77 2316925 0 0 -0.214587 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 62523.77 2316565 0 0 -0.443574 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1 63603.77 2316565 0 0 -0.380817 -2.978767 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


h. Save both excel files as a tab-delimited text file (“Avail_Mos.txt”, Avail_NoMos.txt”) 


5. Create additional files for synoptic R code 


a. Using Avail_Mos.xlxs, find the minimum and maximum values for all covariates 


b. Create file “CovariateMinMax.csv” 
Type utmX utmY Tundra Water tpi_30cell_ tpi_30cell_ inf1000m inf2000m inf inf inf inf inf inf8000m2 inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf inf8000m5 


min 0 0 0 0 -2.97877 -2.97877 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -7.46E-21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


max 1 1 1 1 4.777441 4.777441 0.003262 0.001261 0 0 0 0 0 0.000909 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000998 


c. Create file “ModelsList.csv” containing candidate models to be fit: 
ModelNum Tundra Water tpi_30cell_ tpi_30cell_ inf1000m inf2000m inf4 inf8 inf1 inf2 inf4 inf8 inf1 inf2 inf4 inf8 inf1 inf2 inf4 inf8 inf1 inf2 inf4 inf8000m5 


1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


5 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


6 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


7 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


8 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


9 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


10 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


11 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


12 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


13 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


14 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


15 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


16 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


17 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 


18 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 


19 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 


20 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 


21 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 


22 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 


23 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 


24 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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####Important####
	
All covariate names from all input files (i.e., “CaribouLocations_SynopticData_2.csv”, “Avail_Mos.txt”,
	
Avail_NoMos.txt”, “CovariateMinMax.csv”, “ModelsList.csv”) must be the same
	
################
	


FIT SYNOPTIC MODELS 


1.		 Based on input files (e.g., “CaribouLocations_SynopticData_2.csv”, “Avail_Mos.txt”, Avail_NoMos.txt”, 


“CovariateMinMax.csv”, “ModelsList.csv”), fit synoptic models 


a.		 Put all input files in a common directory 


b.		 Make sure “R_SynopticModel_Functions_2012-07-19.r” is in the same directory 


c.		 Open R code “R_Synoptic_Batch_2012-07-19.r” in a text editor 


i. Make necessary changes to “User Input” section 


ii.		 Copy and paste code in R 


2.		 Output file “SummaryOutput_Synoptic_…” 


a.		 You will get an output file after each model is fit to each individual. Subsequent outputs will 


contain all previous output. Nice way to keep track of progress and not lose any output if 


program crashes, computer restarts or aliens cancel the procedure. 
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Appendix B. R code used to fit synoptic models 


Step1Weather.r: Summarize weather data into running 4-hr averages 


#We calculated the mean from 4 hours of previous data for weather data point
�


setwd("C:\\Users/Moose/Documents/K_Caribou/Weather")
�
# used a subset of the data to practice and test because main file takes a long time
�
#WEATH=read.csv("subset_Ap_Jul.csv", header = TRUE, na.string= c("999", "999.9", "99999"))
�


#main weather file is supposed to have data from 2003-2007 for every "hour" 
WEATH=read.csv("wind_temp_data.csv", header = TRUE, na.string= c("999", "999.9", "99999")) 


#BY USING NA.STRING WE SET NO DATA VALUES THAT WE KNEW FROM THE CODES PROVIDED BY NOAA DATA 
names(WEATH)#JUST CHECKING IT READ CORRECTLY 


#DATA CLEANING SELECTING ONLY COLUMNS WITH NECESSARY INFORMATION
�
#FINAL VARIABLES ARE DATE, TIME, WIND DIRECTION, WIND SPEED, CELING HEIGHT,
�
#VISIBILITY, TEMPERATURE, AND DEWPOINT
�


weather = WEATH[,(c(4,5,8,11,13,17,21,23))]
�
head(weather,40) #JUST CHECKING THE NA'S ARE GOOD AND THE DATA IS GOOD
�


weather$time = sprintf("%04d", weather$HrMn) #ADDS THE LEADING 0'S TO BE RECOGNIZED IN A TIME FORMAT
�
temp = paste(weather$Date,weather$time) #CONCATINATED INTO 1 COLUMN
�
weather$DateTime = as.POSIXct(strptime(temp,"%Y%m%d %H%M"),tz="UTC") #NEW DATE/TIME AS A TIME
�
VARIABLE
�


head(weather,10) #JUST CHECKING
�


for (i in 1:nrow(weather)){ 
temp = weather[(weather$DateTime-weather$DateTime[i])<=4*60*60,] #IT IS CALCULATING IN SECONDS 


THUS THE *60*60 
temp = temp[(temp$DateTime-temp$DateTime[i])>=0,] #THIS ENDS THE LOOP USING ONLY THOSE WITH 


TIMEDIFF >0 
weather$FourHrWndSp[i] = mean(temp$Spd..m.sec.,na.rm=T) 
weather$FourHrWndDir[i] = mean(temp$Dir,na.rm=T) 
weather$FourHrHgt[i] = mean(temp$Hgt,na.rm=T) 
weather$FourHrVis[i] = mean(temp$Visby,na.rm=T) 
weather$FourHrTemp[i] = mean(temp$Temp,na.rm=T) 
weather$FourHrDew[i] = mean(temp$Dewpt,na.rm=T) 


}
�
#subset output is the testing data
�
#write.csv(weather, file = "C:\\Users/Moose/Documents/K_Caribou/Weather/subset_output.csv")
�
write.csv(weather, file = "C:\\Users/Moose/Documents/K_Caribou/Weather/mean_weather_output.csv")
�
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Step2joiningWeathertoLocation.r: Join weather data to location data 


###########
�
# This script was created to join each animal location with the current "weather" at that time
�


############
�
#Read in Data
�
#You have to change file name
�
loc = read.csv("C:\\Users/Moose/Documents/K_Caribou/Synoptic/Scripts/CaribouInitial.csv", header = T)
�


weather = read.csv("C:\\Users/Moose/Documents/K_Caribou/Weather/mean_weather_output.csv", header = T)
�
###########
�
##Create Date Time column in Location data and tell R to count it as a date and time
�


tempDT= paste(loc$Date, loc$Time)
�
loc$DateTime = as.POSIXct(strptime(tempDT,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC"))
�
head(loc, 10)
�


weather$DateTime = as.POSIXct(strptime(weather$DateTime,"%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC"))
�
head(weather,10)
�


############
�
#sort the location data and weather data sequentially by date time
�
SortLoc = loc
�
SortWeath = weather[order(weather$DateTime),]
�


############
�
#Linking weather data to location data.
�
#
�
x <- as.numeric(SortLoc$DateTime)
�
y <- as.numeric(SortWeath$DateTime)
�
id <- findInterval(x, y, all.inside=TRUE)
�
id_min <- ifelse(abs(x-y[id])<abs(x-y[id+1]), id, id+1)
�
SortLoc$FourHrWndSp =SortWeath$FourHrWndSp[id_min]
�
SortLoc$FourHrWndDir =SortWeath$FourHrWndDir[id_min]
�
SortLoc$FourHrHgt =SortWeath$FourHrHgt[id_min]
�
SortLoc$FourHrVis =SortWeath$FourHrVis[id_min]
�
SortLoc$FourHrTemp =SortWeath$FourHrTemp[id_min]
�
SortLoc$FourHrDew =SortWeath$FourHrDew[id_min]
�
SortLoc$weatherdate =SortWeath$DateTime[id_min]
�


#############
�
#Using transformations to Normalize the data
�
SortLoc$sqrtFhWS=sqrt(SortLoc$FourHrWndSp)
�
SortLoc$FhHgt30m=ifelse(SortLoc$FourHrHgt <=30, 1,0)
�


#############
�
#Making sure the new weatherdate is properly read and calculated
�
SortLoc$weatherdate = as.POSIXct(SortLoc$weatherdate,origin="1970-01-01", tz="GMT") #converts the weather dateTime into proper
�
date/time
�


head(SortLoc, 10) #JUST CHECKING
�
#################
�
# Adding more variables of interest for future use
�


SortLoc$jdate=julian(SortLoc$DateTime)
�
SortLoc$jtime= as.numeric(SortLoc$jdate)
�


# 1 meter per second = 2.23693629 miles per hour Four hour windspeed is measured in meters per second
�
SortLoc$FHrWSmph = SortLoc$FourHrWndSp * 2.23693629
�


#High insect day Insect harassment level was determined for each location from the Fancy (1983),
�
#the insect level was considered high if temperature was greater than 7°C
�
#and the wind speed (adjusted method of White et al. 1975) was less than that calculated from the equation: WIND (miles/h) less than or
�
equal to (0.9091*TEMP) + 2.45
�


# 1 = high insect load day, all others give 0 
SortLoc$Wind2_45 = ((0.9091*SortLoc$FourHrTemp)+2.45) 
indeces = which (SortLoc$FHrWSmph<=SortLoc$Wind2_45 & SortLoc$FHrTemp >=7) 



http:0.9091*SortLoc$FourHrTemp)+2.45
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SortLoc$Ins7c2_45 = 0 
SortLoc$Ins7c2_45[indeces] = 1 


#Variables of interest ID, DateTime, jtime, utmX, utmY,
�
#weather date, FHrWndDir FHrTemp FHrDew FHrHgt30m sqrtFHrWS FHrWSmph,
�
#Wind2_45, Ins7c2_45
�


Interest=SortLoc[,c(1,19,30,14,15,26,21,24,25,28,27,31,32,33)] #reducing the dataset to the data that is of importance
�
Interest = Interest[!is.na(Interest$POINT_X),] #removes the NA's from the locations without UTM coordinates.
�
#############
�
#You have to change file name
�
write.csv(Interest, file = "C:/Users/Moose/Documents/K_Caribou/CaribouLocationSTART.csv", row.names = F)
�
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Step3_AssigningBehaviortoDates.r: Assign a behavioral classification to each observed location 


#Read in Data
�
setwd ("C:/Users/Moose/Documents/K_Caribou/Synoptic/Scripts")
�


loc = read.csv("CaribouLocations.csv", head = T)
�
dates = read.csv("BehaviorDates_AllSeasons.csv", head=T)
�


IDNames = levels(droplevels(dates$ID))
�
dates$Year = factor(dates$Year)
�
Years = levels(droplevels(dates$Year))
�


###########
�
#Search for the NA's from utm coordinates
�
loc = loc[!is.na(loc$utmX),] #REMOVED ROWS WITH NA'S IN THE X UTM LOCATION
�


###########
�
##Set date and time column(s) to be recognized as date time
�


loc$Date_Time = strptime(loc$Date_Time,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M",tz="UTC")
�
loc$Year_ = format(loc$Date_Time,"%Y")
�
dates$sSM = strptime(dates$sSM,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$eSM = strptime(dates$eSM,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$sSP = strptime(dates$sSP,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$eSP = strptime(dates$eSP,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$sC = strptime(dates$sC,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$eC = strptime(dates$eC,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$sCN = strptime(dates$sCN,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$eCN = strptime(dates$eCN,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$sRC1 = strptime(dates$sRC1,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$eRC1 = strptime(dates$eRC1,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$sAC1 = strptime(dates$sAC1,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$eAC1 = strptime(dates$eAC1,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�


dates$sRC2 = strptime(dates$sRC2,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$eRC2 = strptime(dates$eRC2,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$sAC2 = strptime(dates$sAC2,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$eAC2 = strptime(dates$eAC2,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�


dates$sRC3 = strptime(dates$sRC3,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$eRC3 = strptime(dates$eRC3,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$sAC3 = strptime(dates$sAC3,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$eAC3 = strptime(dates$eAC3,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�


dates$sRC4 = strptime(dates$sRC4,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$eRC4 = strptime(dates$eRC4,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$sAC4 = strptime(dates$sAC4,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$eAC4 = strptime(dates$eAC4,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�


dates$sRC5 = strptime(dates$sRC5,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$eRC5 = strptime(dates$eRC5,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$sAC5 = strptime(dates$sAC5,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$eAC5 = strptime(dates$eAC5,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�


dates$sRC6 = strptime(dates$sRC6,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$eRC6 = strptime(dates$eRC6,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$sAC6 = strptime(dates$sAC6,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
dates$eAC6 = strptime(dates$eAC6,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�
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dates$sFM = strptime(dates$sFM,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC") 
dates$eFM = strptime(dates$eFM,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC") 
dates$sFall = strptime(dates$sFall,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC") 
dates$eFall = strptime(dates$eFall,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC") 


loc$Behavior = NA 
startdates = seq(from = 3, to = ncol(dates), by = 2) # sequences the columns from col # 3 by 2 for start and end dates 
for the one behaivor to the end of col 


#################### 
# Loop through dates 


for (i in 1:nrow(dates)){ 


Year = dates$Year[i] #this takes and makes a list for each individual they were monitored in each year 
ID = dates$ID[i] 


for (j in startdates){ # j is the column number and J==3 is the first column of start dates 
if (j ==3){
�


WinStart1 = min(loc$Date_Time[which(loc$Year_==dates$Year[i])])
�
WinEnd2 = max(loc$Date_Time[which(loc$Year_==dates$Year[i])])
�
if (!is.na(dates[i,j])){
�


WinEnd1 = dates[i,j]
�
SumStart = dates[i,j+1]
�


} else {
�
WinEnd1 = dates[i,j+2]
�
SumStart = dates[i,j+3]
�


} 


if (!is.na(dates[i,j+32])){
�
SumEnd = dates[i,j+32]
�
WinStart2 = dates[i,j+33]
�


} else {
�
SumEnd = dates[i,j+34]
�
WinStart2 = dates[i,j+35]
�


}
�
Indices = which(loc$ID==ID&loc$Date_Time>SumStart&loc$Date_Time<SumEnd)
�
loc$Behavior[Indices]="Summer"
�
Indices = which(loc$ID==ID&loc$Date_Time>=WinStart1&loc$Date_Time<WinEnd1)
�
loc$Behavior[Indices]="Winter"
�
Indices = which(loc$ID==ID&loc$Date_Time>WinStart2&loc$Date_Time<=WinEnd2)
�
loc$Behavior[Indices]="Winter"
�


} #end if j = 3 


if (!is.na(dates[i,j])){
�
start_DateTime = dates[i,j]
�
end_DateTime = dates[i,j+1]
�


Indices = which(loc$ID==ID&loc$Date_Time>=start_DateTime&loc$Date_Time<=end_DateTime)
�
if (j==3){Behavior = "SprMig"}
�
if (j==5){Behavior = "SprMigNo"}
�
if (j==7){Behavior = "Calv"}
�
if (j==9){Behavior = "CalvNo"}
�
if (j==11){Behavior = "RunCoast1"}
�
if (j==15){Behavior = "RunCoast2"}
�
if (j==19){Behavior = "RunCoast3"}
�
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if (j==23){Behavior = "RunCoast4"} 
if (j==27){Behavior = "RunCoast5"} 
if (j==31){Behavior = "RunCoast6"} 
if (j==13){Behavior = "AtCoast1"} 
if (j==17){Behavior = "AtCoast2"} 
if (j==21){Behavior = "AtCoast3"} 
if (j==25){Behavior = "AtCoast4"} 
if (j==29){Behavior = "AtCoast5"} 
if (j==33){Behavior = "AtCoast6"} 
if (j==35){Behavior = "FallMig"} 
if (j==37){Behavior = "FallMigNo"} 


loc$Behavior[Indices] = Behavior 


} #end if date is not NA 


} #end loop through start date columns 


write.csv(loc, "Locs_W_Behaviors.csv") 


} #end loop through rows of dates file 
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Step4_R_Caribou_SubSetData.r: Subset data to desired minimum time interval between locations 


###################################################################################
�
###
�
#Read in Data
�


setwd ("C:/JonsWork/Collaborations/2010_AlaskaCaribou/CentralArctic/Locations/TestData_3Individuals")
�
loc = read.csv("Locs_W_Behaviors_summer.csv", header = TRUE)
�


#Subset data by minimum time interval:
�
MinInterval = 2*24 #minimum time interval (in hours) between consecutive locations
�


#Set the date and time to be recognized as date time
�
loc$Date_Time = strptime(loc$Date_Time,"%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S",tz="UTC")
�


#Set animal ID to be recognized as factor
�
loc$ID = as.factor(loc$ID)
�
#Sort data by indiviudal then by time
�
loc=loc[order(loc$ID,loc$Date_Time),]
�
#===================================================================
�
### Code to subset data based on mininum time interval between locations
�
row = 0
�
EndLoc = 2
�
SubData1 = loc[1,]
�


IDNames = levels(loc$ID)
�


for (n in 1:length(IDNames)){
�


IndivData = loc[loc$ID==IDNames[n],]
�
row = row+1
�
SubData1[row,]=IndivData[1,]
�
EndLoc = 2
�


while (EndLoc<nrow(IndivData) ){ 
timediff = difftime(IndivData$Date_Time[EndLoc],SubData1$Date_Time[row],units = "hours") 


if (timediff<MinInterval){
�
EndLoc = EndLoc+1
�


} else{
�
row = row+1
�
SubData1=rbind(SubData1,IndivData[EndLoc,])
�
EndLoc = EndLoc+1
�


} 
} #end while loop 


} #end loop through individuals 


loc = SubData1 


#Calculate time difference between successive locations 
loc$TimeDif=NA 
loc$TimeDif[1:(nrow(loc)-1)] = difftime(loc$Date_Time[2:nrow(loc)], loc$Date_Time[1:(nrow(loc)-1)], units = "hours") 


##Enter NAs for the last observation of each individual for metrics derived from 2 consecutive points 
loc$TimeDif[!(loc$animal[2:(nrow(loc))]==loc$animal[1:(nrow(loc)-1)])]=NA 
write.csv(loc,"Locs_W_Behaviors_Summer_TimeSubset.csv") 
#=================================================================== 
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R_Synoptic_Batch_2012-07-19.r: Fit synoptic models to location data 


##############################################################
�
#User input
�
##############################################################
�


# Set working directory containing location data, availability files, models list file, and covariate mins and maxs file
�
workdir = "C:/JonsWork/RScripts/Synoptic/Caribou_CentralArctic/SynopticTest"
�
setwd(workdir)
�


#(2) Name of file containing synoptic model functions
�
source(file = "R_SynopticModel_Functions_2012-07-19.r")
�


#(3) Name of locations file:
�
#InputLocations = read.csv("CaribouLocations_SynopticData.csv", head = T)
�
InputLocations = read.csv("CaribouLocations_SynopticData_2.csv", head = T)
�


# (4) Name of file containing covariate mins and maxs
�
MinsMaxs = read.csv("CovariateMinMax.csv", head = T)
�


#(5) Name of file containing models list
�
ModelsListFile = read.csv("ModelsList.csv",head =T)
�


##############################################################
�
#end user input
�
##############################################################
�
ModelsList = list()
�
for (i in 1:nrow(ModelsListFile)){
�


ModelsList[i]=list(ModelsListFile[i,2:ncol(ModelsListFile)]) 
} 
#standardize covariates in locations file to range 0 to 1 
MinsMaxs = MinsMaxs[,2:ncol(MinsMaxs)] 
VariableNames = colnames(MinsMaxs) 
for (i in 1:length(VariableNames)){ 


InputLocations[,VariableNames[i]]=(InputLocations[,VariableNames[i]]-MinsMaxs[1,i])/(MinsMaxs[2,i]-MinsMaxs[1,i] 
) 
} 
IDs = unique (InputLocations$ID) 
SummaryOut = matrix(0,(length(IDs)*length(ModelsList)),(11+length(ModelsList[[1]])*2)) 
OutRow =1 


#============================================================================================ 
= 
#Loop through unique IDs 


for (IdNum in 1:length(IDs)){ 
rows = which(InputLocations$ID==IDs[IdNum]) 
Track = as.matrix(InputLocations[rows,VariableNames]) 
locAvailFile = InputLocations[rows,ncol(InputLocations)] 
Track = apply(Track[,1:ncol(Track)],2,as.numeric) 
CovNames = VariableNames[3:length(VariableNames)] 
SECovNames = CovNames 
for (i in 1:length(SECovNames)){ 


SECovNames[i] = paste("SE",SECovNames[i], sep="_")
�
}
�


if (IdNum == 1) { 
SOutNames = c("IndivID","Model#","Neg2*L","AICc","mu.x","mu.y","sd_x","sd_y","correlation",CovNames,SECovNames, 


"Convergence","OptimizeTime") 
colnames(SummaryOut) = SOutNames 
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SummaryOut[,10:(ncol(SummaryOut)-1)]=NA 
} 
#------------------------------------
#For temporally changing habitat values, create a list of availability grids 
AvailFileNames = table(locAvailFile) 
AvailList=list() 
for (i in 1:length(AvailFileNames)){ 


filename = paste(workdir,"/",names(AvailFileNames)[i],sep="") 
habmat = as.matrix(read.table(file=filename,head=T,sep='')) 
# remove first column in avail files which is not needed. 
habmat = apply(habmat[,2:(ncol(habmat))],2,as.numeric) 
AvailList[i] = list(habmat) 


}
�
names(AvailList)=names(AvailFileNames)
�
#------------------------------------
#Standardize Covariates in availability files to range 0 to 1; this helps with likelihood calculations
�
for (j in 1:length(AvailList)){
�
for (i in 1:length(VariableNames)){
�


AvailList[[j]][,VariableNames[i]]=(AvailList[[j]][,VariableNames[i]]-MinsMaxs[1,i])/(MinsMaxs[2,i]-MinsMaxs[1,i] ) 
} 
} 


PrevBVNParamEsts = array(0,(length(CovNames)+5)) 
names(PrevBVNParamEsts) = c("mu.x", "mu.y", "sd.x", "sd.y", "corr.x.y",CovNames) 


#============================================================================================ 
= 


# Loop through candidate models; Bivariate Normal null model 


for (k in 1:length(ModelsList)){ 
#delete columns (i.e., variables) in Availability grids, UseDist, and Track not used 
Nvariables = sum(ModelsList[[k]]) #number of variables in current model 
CurrentAList=list() 
CurrentTrack=Track[,1:2] #keep x and y 
for (i in 1:length(AvailList)){ 


CurrentAList[[i]]=AvailList[[i]][,1:2] #keep x and y 
} 
names(CurrentAList)=names(AvailFileNames) 


if (k >1){ #First model fit should always be the null model with no covariates 
KeepCovNames = names(ModelsList[[k]][which(ModelsList[[k]]==1)]) 
AppendData = 


as.matrix(Track[,which(!is.na(match(colnames(Track),KeepCovNames)))],nrow(Track),length(KeepCovNames)) 
colnames(AppendData)= KeepCovNames 
CurrentTrack = cbind(CurrentTrack,AppendData) 
for (i in 1:length(AvailList)){ 


AppendData = as.matrix(AvailList[[i]][, 
which(!is.na(match(colnames(AvailList[[i]]),KeepCovNames)))],nrow(AvailList[[i]]),length(KeepCovNames)) 


colnames(AppendData)= KeepCovNames 
CurrentAList[[i]] = cbind(CurrentAList[[i]],AppendData) 


} 
} 


#Test if any covariates in the locations file have value of 0 or 1 for all observations
�
test = apply(CurrentTrack, 2, max)
�
test2 = apply(CurrentTrack, 2, min)
�
NegInfCovNames = names(which(test==0&test2==0))
�
PosInfCovNames = names(which(test==1&test2==1))
�
DelCovNames = c(NegInfCovNames,PosInfCovNames)
�


#If so, First delete all points in availability file; this is the same as setting the selection coefficient to -Inf for covaiates 
#that have a value of 0 for all observations and Inf for covariates that have a value of 1 for all observations 
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if (length(NegInfCovNames)>0){
�
for (i in 1:length(NegInfCovNames)){
�
for (j in 1:length(CurrentAList)){
�


CurrentAList[[j]] = CurrentAList[[j]][which(CurrentAList[[j]][,NegInfCovNames[i]]==0),]
�
}
�
}
�


} 
if (length(PosInfCovNames)>0){
�


for (i in 1:length(PosInfCovNames)){
�
for (j in 1:length(CurrentAList)){
�


CurrentAList[[j]] = CurrentAList[[j]][which(CurrentAList[[j]][,PosInfCovNames[i]]==0),]
�
}
�
}
�


} 
#Next, delete columns in CurrentTrack and CurrentAList; this will then fit the model with all other covariates 
if (length(DelCovNames)>0){ 


CurrentTrack = CurrentTrack[,which(is.na(match(colnames(CurrentTrack),DelCovNames)))] 
for (j in 1:length(CurrentAList)){ 


CurrentAList[[j]] = CurrentAList[[j]][,which(is.na(match(colnames(CurrentAList[[j]]),DelCovNames)))] 
} 


} 


#------------------------------------
# Synoptic with bivariate normal null model
�
# Get initial parameter values
�
ThetaW = c(rep(0, ncol(CurrentTrack)-2)) #Initial RSF coeff. set to 0; no selection
�
if (k==1){
�


mu = as.numeric(apply(Track[,1:2],2,mean))
�
sdx = sd(CurrentTrack[,1])
�
sdy = sd(CurrentTrack[,2])
�
corrXY = cor(CurrentTrack[,1],CurrentTrack[,2])
�


} else { #==> use estimated parameters of previous models (if they exist) for initial values
�
mu = SBVN.fit$parTable[1:2,1]
�
sdx = exp(SBVN.fit$parTable[3,1])
�
sdy = exp(SBVN.fit$parTable[4,1])
�
corrXY = (SBVN.fit$parTable[5,1])
�
names(ThetaW) = colnames(CurrentAList[[1]])[3:ncol(CurrentAList[[1]])]
�
for (i in 1:length(PrevBVNParamEsts)){
�
for (j in 1:length(ThetaW)){
�


if(names(PrevBVNParamEsts)[i]==names(ThetaW)[j]){
�
ThetaW[j]=PrevBVNParamEsts[i]
�
} #end if
�


} #end ThetaW loop
�
} #end PrevBVNParamEsts loop
�


} #end if
�


lnsdx = log(sdx)
�
lnsdy = log(sdy)
�


paramSBVN = c(mu, lnsdx, lnsdy, corrXY, ThetaW)
�
paramSBVN = paramSBVN[1:(5+length(ThetaW))]
�


#============================================================ 
#Call sbvnle function to fit the model via optimization of the Likelihood 
SBVN.fit = sbvnle(CurrentTrack,CurrentAList,locAvailFile, start.val=paramSBVN) 


#============================================================ 


PrevBVNParamEsts[rownames(SBVN.fit$parTable)]=SBVN.fit$parTable[rownames(SBVN.fit$parTable),1]
�
#Transform back parameter estimates for sdx and sdy
�
UnTransSBVN.fit = SBVN.fit
�
UnTransSBVN.fit$parTable[3:4,1:4]=exp(SBVN.fit$parTable[3:4,1:4])
�
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rownames(UnTransSBVN.fit$parTable)[3]="sd_x"
�
rownames(UnTransSBVN.fit$parTable)[4]="sd_y"
�


#Write output table to working directory 
# outputfile = paste("BVN_Model",k,IDs[IdNum],"_Out.txt",sep = "") 
# tmp.wid = getOption("width") # save current width 
# options(width=10000) 
# sink(outputfile) # redirect output to file 
# print(UnTransSBVN.fit[1:6]) # print the object 
# sink() # cancel redirection 
# options(width=tmp.wid) # restore linewidth 


#Populate SummaryOut matrix
�
SummaryOut[OutRow,1]=as.character(IDs[IdNum])
�
SummaryOut[OutRow,2]=k
�
SummaryOut[OutRow,3]=UnTransSBVN.fit$Neg2xLikelihood[[1]]
�
SummaryOut[OutRow,4]=UnTransSBVN.fit$AICc[[1]]
�
for (ParamNum in 1:nrow(UnTransSBVN.fit$parTable)){
�


PName = rownames(UnTransSBVN.fit$parTable)[ParamNum] 
SummaryOutCol = which(colnames(SummaryOut)==PName) 
SummaryOut[OutRow, SummaryOutCol]= UnTransSBVN.fit$parTable[PName,1] 


if (SummaryOutCol>9){ 
SummaryOutCol = SummaryOutCol +length(CovNames) 
SummaryOut[OutRow, SummaryOutCol]= UnTransSBVN.fit$parTable[PName,2] 


}
�
}
�
#-----------------------------------------------------
# Enter -Inf and Inf for parameters that were fixed
�
if (length(NegInfCovNames)>0){
�


SummaryOutColumns = which(!is.na(match(colnames(SummaryOut),NegInfCovNames))) 
SummaryOut[OutRow,SummaryOutColumns]="Fixed_-Inf"
�


}
�
if (length(PosInfCovNames)>0){
�


SummaryOutColumns = which(!is.na(match(colnames(SummaryOut),PosInfCovNames))) 
SummaryOut[OutRow,SummaryOutColumns]="Fixed_Inf"
�


}
�
#----------------------------------------------------
SummaryOut[OutRow,(ncol(SummaryOut)-1)]=UnTransSBVN.fit$convergence
�
SummaryOut[OutRow,ncol(SummaryOut)]=UnTransSBVN.fit$evalTime
�
OutRow = OutRow+1
�


write.csv(SummaryOut, paste("SummaryOutput_Synoptic", IDs[IdNum],"_",k, "_.csv", sep = ""), row.names = F) 
} #end loop through candidate models list 


} #end loop through individuals 
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R_SynopticModel_Functions_2012-07-19.r: Functions used by R_Synoptic_Batch_2012-07-19.r 


# This code is provided 'as is'.
�
# Jon Horne added code for Synoptic model 9-04-2009; jhorne@uidaho.edu
�
################################################################################
�


## Synoptic Bivariate Normal Model #######################################################
�


sbvnle = function(track,AvailList,locAvailFile, start.val = NULL)
�
{
�
require(MASS)
�
habmat = AvailList[[1]] #Just take the first one for now...
�
maxy = max(habmat[,2])
�
maxx = max(habmat[,1])
�
tempX = habmat[,1]-maxx
�
tempX2 = 1/tempX
�
maxX2 = ginv(min(tempX2))+maxx
�
dimx = maxx-maxX2
�
tempY = habmat[,2]-maxy
�
tempY2 = 1/tempY
�
maxY2 = ginv(min(tempY2))+maxy
�
dimy = maxy-maxY2
�
cellsize = as.numeric(dimx*dimy)
�


AvailNames = levels(locAvailFile)
�
LocMapVolumes = array(0,length(locAvailFile))
�


#Parameters are: meanx, meany,ln(stddev x), ln(stddev y), correlation, ThetaW1, ...)
�
ubounds = c(rep(Inf,2),rep(Inf,2),0.999, rep(300,ncol(habmat)-2))
�
lbounds = c(rep(-Inf,2),rep(-Inf,2),-0.999, rep(-300,ncol(habmat)-2))
�


stime = Sys.time()
�
mle.sbvn = optim(start.val, sbvnLogLik, method = "L-BFGS-B", lower = lbounds, upper=ubounds,hessian = TRUE, track =
�
track,AvailList=AvailList,locAvailFile = locAvailFile, cellsize = cellsize, AvailNames=AvailNames,
�
LocMapVolumes=LocMapVolumes, control=list(maxit=400, factr = 4000))
�
etime = Sys.time()
�


Hessian = T
�
if(Hessian){
�


covmat = 2*ginv(mle.sbvn$hessian)
�
se = sqrt(diag(covmat))
�


} else {
�
covmat = NULL
�
se = rep(NA,length(mle.sbvn$par))
�


}
�
z = mle.sbvn$par/se
�
p.val = 2*(1-pnorm(abs(z)))
�
parTable = cbind(Est = mle.sbvn$par, SE = se, Lower=mle.sbvn$par-1.96*se,
�


Upper=mle.sbvn$par+1.96*se, Z=z, P = p.val) 
dimnames(parTable)[[1]] = c('mu.x','mu.y','ln.stddev.x','ln.stddev.y', 'correlation', colnames(habmat)[-c(1:2)]) 


#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


K = length(start.val)
�
AIC = mle.sbvn$value + 2*K
�
AICc = AIC+(2*K*(K+1)/(length(track)-K-1))
�


#Return a list of results
�
list(parTable=(parTable),
�


covmat = 2*ginv(mle.sbvn$hessian),
�
Neg2xLikelihood = mle.sbvn$value,
�



mailto:jhorne@uidaho.edu
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AICc = AICc,
�
evalTime = difftime(etime,stime),
�
convergence=(mle.sbvn$convergence==0))
�


}
�


# =======================================================================================
�
# Likelihood Function
�
sbvnLogLik = function(paramSBVN, track,AvailList, locAvailFile, cellsize, AvailNames, LocMapVolumes)
�
{
�


meanx = paramSBVN[1]
�
meany = paramSBVN[2]
�
sdx = exp(paramSBVN[3])
�
sdy = exp(paramSBVN[4])
�
corr = (paramSBVN[5])
�


#Calculate volume under non-normalized use function
�
habmat = AvailList[[1]] #Just use the first one for now... no covariate values are used
�
Map.g.a.1 = 1/((2*pi)*sdx*sdy*sqrt(1-corr^2))
�
Map.g.a.2 = -1/(2*(1-corr^2))
�
Map.g.a.3 = (((habmat[,1]-meanx)/sdx)^2)+(((habmat[,2]-meany)/sdy)^2)-(2*corr*((habmat[,1]-
meanx)/sdx)*((habmat[,2]-meany)/sdy))
�
Map.g.a = Map.g.a.1*exp(Map.g.a.2*Map.g.a.3)
�


for (i in 1:length(AvailNames)){
�
habmat = AvailList[[AvailNames[i]]]
�
if (length(paramSBVN)==5){
�
wMap = 1
�


} else { 
if(length(paramSBVN)==6){ 
wMap = exp(habmat[,3]*paramSBVN[6]) 


} else { 
wMap = exp(habmat[,3:ncol(habmat)]%*%paramSBVN[6:length(paramSBVN)]) 


} 
} 
MapNonNorm.g.u = Map.g.a*wMap 
MapVolume = sum(MapNonNorm.g.u*cellsize) 
LocMapVolumes[which(locAvailFile==AvailNames[i])]=MapVolume 


} 


#Calculate Log-likelihood 
# Exponential selection function 
if (length(paramSBVN)==5){ 
wLoc = array(1,length(LocMapVolumes)) 


} else { 
if(length(paramSBVN)==6){ 
wLoc = exp(track[,-(1:2)]*paramSBVN[6]) 


} else {
�
wLoc = exp(track[,-(1:2)]%*%paramSBVN[6:length(paramSBVN)])
�
wLoc = wLoc[,1] }
�


}
�


Loc.g.a.1 = 1/((2*pi)*sdx*sdy*sqrt(1-corr^2))
�
Loc.g.a.2 = -1/(2*(1-corr^2))
�
Loc.g.a.3 = (((track[,1]-meanx)/sdx)^2)+(((track[,2]-meany)/sdy)^2)-(2*corr*((track[,1]-meanx)/sdx)*((track[,2]-
meany)/sdy))
�
Loc.g.a = Loc.g.a.1*exp(Loc.g.a.2*Loc.g.a.3)
�
density = Loc.g.a*wLoc/LocMapVolumes
�
density[which(is.na(density))]=10^-320
�
density[which(density==0)]=10^-320
�
LogLoc.g.u=log(density)
�
SumLogLik = sum(LogLoc.g.u)
�
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Value = (-2*SumLogLik)
�
if(Value==Inf){Value=10^300}
�
return(Value)
�
}
�


###################################################################################
�
#################
�
## Synoptic Exponential Power Model #######################################################
�
seple = function(track,AvailList,locAvailFile, start.val = NULL)
�
{
�
require(MASS)
�
habmat = AvailList[[1]] #Just take the first one for now...
�


#Parameters are: meanx, meany,ln(scale), ln(shape), ThetaW1, ThetaW2, ...)
�
ubounds = c(rep(Inf,2),Inf,Inf, rep(Inf,ncol(habmat)-2))
�
lbounds = c(rep(-Inf,2),-Inf,-4.6, rep(-Inf,ncol(habmat)-2))
�


stime = Sys.time()
�
#If problems during optimization occur, try a different optimization method
�


#mle.sep = optim(start.val, sepLogLik, method = "Nelder-Mead",hessian = TRUE, track
�
=track,AvailList=AvailList,control=list(maxit=500, reltol = .00001))
�


mle.sep = optim(start.val, sepLogLik, method = "L-BFGS-B",upper = ubounds, lower = lbounds, hessian = TRUE, track
�
=track,AvailList=AvailList,control=list(maxit=100))
�


etime = Sys.time()
�
Hessian = T
�


if(Hessian){
�
covmat = 2*ginv(mle.sep$hessian)
�
se = sqrt(diag(covmat))
�


} else {
�
covmat = NULL
�
se = rep(NA,length(mle.sep$par))
�


}
�
z = mle.sep$par/se
�
p.val = 2*(1-pnorm(abs(z)))
�


parTable = cbind(Est = mle.sep$par, SE = se, Lower=mle.sep$par-1.96*se,
�
Upper=mle.sep$par+1.96*se, Z=z, P = p.val)
�


dimnames(parTable)[[1]] = c('mu.x','mu.y','ln.scale','ln.shape', colnames(habmat)[-c(1:2)])
�


#----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
#Calculate probability of use distribution
�
UseDistList = list()
�
for (k in 1:length(AvailList)){
�


habmat = AvailList[[k]]
�


paramSEP = mle.sep$par 
meanx = paramSEP[1] 
meany = paramSEP[2] 
scale = exp(paramSEP[3]) 
shape = exp(paramSEP[4]) 


# Calculate value of Gamma function evaluated at (1+shape/2)
�
coef = c(76.18009173, -86.50532033, 24.01409822, -1.231739516, 0.00120858003, -0.536382 * 10^-5)
�
STP = 2.50662827465
�
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FpF = 5.5 
x = shape-1 
TMP = x+FpF 
TMP = (x+.5)*log(TMP)-TMP 
SER = 1 
for (i in 1:6) 
{ 
x = x+1 
SER = SER+coef[i]/x 
} 
Gamma = exp(TMP+log(STP*SER)) 


#Calculate volume under non-normalized use function 
maxy = max(habmat[,2]) 
maxx = max(habmat[,1]) 
tempX = habmat[,1]-maxx 
tempX2 = 1/tempX 
maxX2 = ginv(min(tempX2))+maxx 
dimx = maxx-maxX2 
tempY = habmat[,2]-maxy 
tempY2 = 1/tempY 
maxY2 = ginv(min(tempY2))+maxy 
dimy = maxy-maxY2 
cellsize = as.numeric(dimx*dimy) 
MapDist = sqrt((habmat[,1]-meanx)^2+(habmat[,2]-meany)^2) 
MapShapeFunc = exp(-(MapDist/scale)^(2/shape)) 
Normalize = 2/(shape*2*pi*(scale^2)*Gamma) 
Map.g.a = MapShapeFunc*Normalize 
# Selection Function in original paper ***do not use--not tested*** 
# W = 1 
# if (length(paramSEP)==4){ 
# wMap = 1 
# } else { 
# for (j in 5:length(paramSEP)) 
# { 
# Wj = 1+habmat[,(j-2)]*paramSEP[j] 
# W = W*Wj 
# } 
# wMap = W 
# } #end else 
# Exponential Selection Function 
if (length(paramSEP)==4){ 
wMap = 1 


} else { 
if (length(paramSEP)==5){ 
wMap = exp(habmat[,3]*paramSEP[5]) 


} else { 
wMap = exp(habmat[,3:ncol(habmat)]%*%paramSEP[5:length(paramSEP)]) 


} 
} 


MapNonNorm.g.u = Map.g.a*wMap
�
MapVolume = sum(MapNonNorm.g.u*cellsize)
�


#Calculate probability of use grid and cummulative probability grid
�
habmat = cbind(habmat,0)
�
colnames(habmat)[ncol(habmat)]= "Prob"
�
habmat[,ncol(habmat)] = MapNonNorm.g.u*cellsize/MapVolume
�
habmat =habmat[order(habmat[,ncol(habmat)],decreasing=T),]
�
habmat = cbind(habmat,0)
�
colnames(habmat)[ncol(habmat)]= "CumProb"
�
habmat[,ncol(habmat)]=cumsum(habmat[,(ncol(habmat)-1)])
�
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UseDistList[k] = list(habmat)
�
} #end AvailList loop
�


K = length(start.val)
�
AIC = mle.sep$value + 2*K
�
AICc = AIC+(2*K*(K+1)/(length(track)-K-1))
�


#Return a list of results 
list(parTable=(parTable), 


covmat = 2*ginv(mle.sep$hessian), 
Neg2xLikelihood = mle.sep$value, 


AICc = AICc, 
evalTime = difftime(etime,stime), 
convergence=(mle.sep$convergence==0), UseDistList) 


} 


# ======================================================================================= 
# Likelihood Function 
sepLogLik = function(paramSEP, track,AvailList) 
{ 


meanx = paramSEP[1] 
meany = paramSEP[2] 
scale = exp(paramSEP[3]) 
shape = exp(paramSEP[4]) 


if (shape<0.01){ #For Nelder-Mead optimization which doesn't allow bounds on parameters 
shape = 0.01} 


# Calculate value of Gamma function evaluated at (1+shape/2) 
coef = c(76.18009173, -86.50532033, 24.01409822, -1.231739516, 0.00120858003, -0.536382 * 10^-5) 
STP = 2.50662827465 
FpF = 5.5 
x = shape-1 
TMP = x+FpF 
TMP = (x+.5)*log(TMP)-TMP 
SER = 1 
for (i in 1:6) 
{ 
x = x+1 
SER = SER+coef[i]/x 
} 
Gamma = exp(TMP+log(STP*SER)) 


#Calculate volume under non-normalized use function 
habmat = AvailList[[1]] # Just use the first one for now... no covariate values are used 
maxy = max(habmat[,2]) 
maxx = max(habmat[,1]) 
tempX = habmat[,1]-maxx 
tempX2 = 1/tempX 
maxX2 = ginv(min(tempX2))+maxx 
dimx = maxx-maxX2 
tempY = habmat[,2]-maxy 
tempY2 = 1/tempY 
maxY2 = ginv(min(tempY2))+maxy 
dimy = maxy-maxY2 
cellsize = as.numeric(dimx*dimy) 
MapDist = sqrt((habmat[,1]-meanx)^2+(habmat[,2]-meany)^2) 
MapShapeFunc = exp(-(MapDist/scale)^(2/shape)) 
Normalize = 2/(shape*2*pi*(scale^2)*Gamma) 



http:shape<0.01
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Map.g.a = MapShapeFunc*Normalize 


SumLogLik = 0 
LogLoc.g.u=array(0,nrow(track)) 


for (i in 1:nrow(track)){ 
#get appropriate availability map 
availname = locAvailFile[i] 
habmat = AvailList[[availname]] 


# Selection Function in original synoptic paper
�
# W = 1
�
# if (length(paramSEP)==4){
�
# wMap = 1
�
# } else {
�
# for (j in 5:length(paramSEP))
�
# {
�
# Wj = 1+habmat[,(j-2)]*paramSEP[j]
�
# W = W*Wj
�
# }
�
# wMap = W
�
# }
�
# Exponential Selection Function
�
if (length(paramSEP)==4){ 
wMap = 1 


} else { 
if (length(paramSEP)==5){ 
wMap = exp(habmat[,3]*paramSEP[5]) 


} else { 
wMap = exp(habmat[,3:ncol(habmat)]%*%paramSEP[5:length(paramSEP)]) 


} 
} 


MapNonNorm.g.u = Map.g.a*wMap
�


MapVolume = sum(MapNonNorm.g.u*cellsize)
�


#Calculate Log-likelihood
�
# Selection function in original synoptic paper
�
# W = 1
�
# if (length(paramSEP)==4){
�
# wLoc = 1
�
# } else {
�
# for (j in 5:length(paramSEP))
�
# {
�
# Wj = 1+track[i,(j-1)]*paramSEP[j]
�
# W = W*Wj
�
# }
�
# wLoc = W
�
# }
�


# Exponential selection function 
if (length(paramSEP)==4){ 
wLoc = 1 


} else { 
if (length(paramSEP)==5){ 
wLoc = exp(track[i,-(1:3)]*paramSEP[5]) 


} else { 
wLoc = exp(track[i,-(1:3)]%*%paramSEP[5:length(paramSEP)]) 


} 
} 
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LocDist = sqrt((track[i,1]-meanx)^2+(track[i,2]-meany)^2)
�
LocShapeFunc = exp(-(LocDist/scale)^(2/shape))
�
Loc.g.a = LocShapeFunc*Normalize
�
density = Loc.g.a*wLoc/MapVolume
�
if (is.na(density)){density=10^-320}
�
if (density==0){density=10^-320}
�
LogLoc.g.u[i] = log(density)
�
SumLogLik = SumLogLik+LogLoc.g.u[i]
�
} #end loop through locations
�
-2*SumLogLik
�
}
�
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